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Abstract

This thesis describes the implementation of a text-to-scene conversion sys-
tem, which generates a three-dimensional graphic representation of a simple
text description through syntactic and pragmatic reasoning. The program is a
web-based game which allows second language learners to train their skills in
Swedish through the description of 3D scenes. The scenes contain two objects
with various color and size properties, and the students’ task is to describe the
objects and the spatial relation between them. The program was tested in a
user study with 12 participants, which aimed at exploring how two different
types of feedback influence the users of a text-to-scene system in the context of
computer-assisted second-language learning (CALL). The participants were di-
vided into two groups: one group trained their Swedish skills on a version of the
program that provided feedback in the form of an incrementally-changing 3D
scene to signal mistakes in the description, whereas the other group’s version
used a more traditional incrementally-changing colored-text feedback. The ac-
curacy of the answers and the response times were measured to compare the two
methods. The results show that both groups improved their description skills
over time, that the students who trained with the pictorial feedback answered
faster and that the textual feedback group described more scenes correctly.
These contradictory results, combined with a low participation rate and high
individual variation between the participants, made it difficult to draw any
precise conclusion regarding differences between the two system versions.

Keywords: text-to-scene conversion, parsing, speech technology, cognitive science,
computer-assisted language learning



Referat
Jämförelse av olika återkopplingsformer för

andraspråksinlärning

Denna examensarbetesrapport beskriver utvecklingen av ett text-till-scen- om-
vandlingsprogram, som genererar en tredimensionell, grafisk representation
utifrån en textbeskrivning genom syntaktisk och pragmatisk analys. Program-
met är ett webbaserat spel som är tänkt att användas av andraspråkinlärare
för att träna sina färdigheter i svenska genom att beskriva 3D-scener. Scenerna
innehåller två objekt med olika färg och storlek, och studenternas uppgift är
att beskriva objekten och den spatiala relationen mellan dem. Programmet
utvärderades i en användarstudie med 12 deltagare som syftade till att un-
dersöka hur olika typer av feedback påverkar användarna av text-till-scen-
omvandlingssystemet i en andraspråksinlärningskontext. Deltagarna delades
in i två grupper: en grupp tränade sin kunskap i svenska med en version av
programmet som gav återkoppling i form av en stegvis förändrad 3D-scen för
att markera fel i användarnas beskrivning, medan den andra gruppens ver-
sion använde sig av en mer traditionell textbaserad återkoppling. Korrek-
theten på beskrivningarna och svarstiderna mättes för att utvärdera de två
metoderna. Resultaten visar att båda grupperna blev bättre på att beskriva
scenerna över tid, men att gruppen med grafisk-feedback svarade snabbare
medan gruppen med text-feedback gruppen beskrev fler scener korrekt. Dessa
något motsägelsefulla resultat, kombinerade med ett lågt deltagande och stor
individuell variation mellan deltagarna, gör det svårt att dra några precisa
slutsatser angående skillnader mellan de två versionerna.

Nyckelord: text-till-scen omvandling, parser, språkteknologi, kognitivvetenskap,
dator-baserad språkinlärning



Abstract
Un programme de conversion texte-scène comme

alternative pour l’apprentissage d’une langue étrangère

Ce rapport de thèse décrit la conception et l’implémentation d’un programme
de conversion texte-scène, qui permet de générer une représentation graphique
tridimensionnelle d’une simple description écrite grâce à une analyse syntac-
tique et pragmatique. Le programme prend la forme d’un jeu internet grâce
auquel les étudiants en suédois peuvent s’entraîner en décrivant des scènes
3D. Les scènes contiennent deux objets de couleurs et de tailles différentes,
et le but de l’étudiant est de décrire les objets et la relation spatiale qui les
lie. Le programme a été testé dans le cadre d’une étude d’évaluation avec 12
participants ayant pour but d’explorer comment différents types de feedback
influencent les utilisateurs d’un système de conversion texte-scène dans le con-
texte de l’apprentissage d’une langue étrangère assistée par ordinateur. Les
participants ont été divisés en deux groupes : les étudiants du premier groupe
travaillaient leur suédois sur une version du programme qui indiquait les er-
reurs de description sous la forme d’une autre scène 3D changeant au fur et à
mesure que la description était modifiée, alors que la version utilisée par l’autre
groupe s’appuyait sur un texte coloré plus traditionnel pour indiquer les erreurs.
La correction des descriptions et les temps de réponses des étudiants étaient
mesurés afin de comparer les deux méthodes. Les résultats montrent que les
participants des deux groupes ont amélioré leur capacité à décrire une scène,
que les participants du groupe avec feedback sous forme d’image ont répondu
plus rapidement et que ceux du groupe avec feedback textuel ont décrit plus
de scènes. Ces résultats contradictoires, combinés avec un manque de partici-
pation et une trop grande variabilité entre participants empêchent de tirer des
conclusions trop précises sur les différences entre les deux groupes.

Mots-clés: conversion texte-scène, parser, technologie du language, sciences cog-
nitives, apprentissage de langue par ordinateur
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Speech technology has developed dramatically in the last decades: we have seen
text-to-speech and speech-to-text programs, sophisticated dialogue systems and
document summarizers. There is however little text-to-scene research. This type
of multimodal interfaces transforms an input text into a two- or three-dimensional
visual scene. In the ideal case, the user provides any kind of text, and the program
outputs a scene depicting in details that text. Any implementation is however lim-
ited by the fact that visual representations of a text are intrinsically subjective, and
that serious limitations such as paraphrases, semantic ambiguities, or the lack of
context and world knowledge hinder its implementation.

Most of the existing implementations of text-to-scene conversion are applied to
specific domains such as education (Coyne et al., 2011; Kılıçaslan et al., 2008) or the
automatic illustration of reports and instructions (O’Kane et al., 2004; Johansson
et al., 2005). With the increasing presence of multimedia material in our lives
and the introduction of teaching methods which use this material, many studies
have investigated the influence of ordinary multimodal interfaces in the field of
education. Yet since text-to-scene programs are rather scarce, few studies have
explored the extent to which learning could benefit from a system that converts
text into a pictorial setting. Some previous work has shown promising results by
demonstrating a link between the use of a text-to-scene system and the consolidation
of English written expression for native speaking children (Coyne et al., 2011). It
seems however that other fields of education such as second language learning could
also profit from such systems, since they enhance the virtual immersion of the
learner by providing additional sensory input.

1.1 Purpose and method

This Master’s thesis project presents an implementation of a text-to-scene program
and a user study with second-language learners, and focuses on the acquisition of
spatial relations in the language being learned.

In order to explore the field of text-to-scene conversion, this project deals with
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

two components: a) the implementation of a text-to-scene program, called Write A
Picture™ and b) the utilization of this program in the context of the acquisition of a
second language, the language in question being Swedish. To achieve that, a study
was conducted in order to compare text-to-scene feedback to the more traditional
textual feedback in a scene description task.

The next chapter presents the previous works in the field of text-to-scene conver-
sion and discusses the relevance of text-to-scene in the context of computer-based
language learning. Chapter 3 then focuses on the design of the program, which
makes use of some aspects of speech technology. Finally, Chapter 4 presents the
user-study based on the program, and discusses the use of text-to-scene systems as
an alternative for feedback in the context of second-language scene description.

2



Chapter 2

Theoretical background

This chapter presents the works already carried out in the fields of text-to-scene
conversion and language learning, and which were of interest for the realization of
this project.

2.1 Previous works in text-to-scene conversion research

The field of conversion from natural language text to visual representation has been
investigated since 1970. One of the earliest systems of this sort was the SHRDLU
system, developed at MIT (Winograd, 1972). In this system the user established
an English-written dialogue with the program to interact with a simplistic physical
environment composed of geometrical shapes. For example the user could ask the
computer to create a blue pyramid on the top of a small red cube. The program
was able to answer questions about the state of the environment and its previous
actions, and to name objects or arrangements of objects. The SHRDLU system was
later improved by the computer graphics labs of the University of Utah, with the
addition of a 3D rendering of the environment.

Another early program was the Put system, also from MIT (Clay & Wilhelms,
1996). In this system, the user commanded the computer by voice and pointer to
place two-dimensional colored shapes on a screen. The program relied on a text-to-
speech interface to show its acknowledgement or to ask for precisions from the user.
In this way, a spoken dialogue was established between the user and the computer,
and some versions of the program even handled the presence of two users.

Then came different commercial implementations of text-to-scene programs,
such as the CarSim (Dupuy et al., 2001; Johansson et al., 2005) or the AVis
(O’Kane et al., 2004) programs. The first one helps cars and trucks constructors to
predict the behavior of their vehicles when submitted to various situations, while
the latter generates a scene from police reports of car accidents. CarSim uses three
modules to produce a visual representation of the scene: a natural language inter-
preter, a planning module that generates a geometric description of the accident,
and a visualization system that finally renders the geometric description as ani-

3



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

mated graphics. After inferring the environment in which the accident took place
with a naive Bayesian classifier, the geometric description system relies on a pow-
erful constraint handler which resolves the ambiguities of the narrative. According
to its authors and to the best of our knowledge, CarSim is the only text-to-scene
conversion system that produces an animated scene. This system however lacks a
deep level of semantic information, and some additional knowledge about the world
would be required to produce more realistic visualizations, not to mention the poor
visual quality of the rendering (basic geometric shapes and monochromatic color).

All the systems described above used a limited vocabulary and could analyze
sentences in a very restricted domain; for example Put uses only sentences of the
type “Put that here” and CarSim analyzes only accident reports. In 2001 however
appeared the first text-to-scene system for general purposes. This system, called
WordsEye® (Coyne & Sproat, 2001), can be tested online1. WordsEye was devel-
oped at the Columbia University and is the most advanced program in text-to-scene
conversion to this date. The architecture of WordsEye is given in Figure 2.1. This
architecture can be considered as a general framework for most text-to-scene con-
version systems, since most of them have similar components.

Computational Transformations

Lexical & Graphical ResourcesMined data

Parsing
Semantic
Analysis

Contextual
Reasoning

and Reference
Resolution

Depiction
strategies

Spatial
Reasoning
and Scene
composition

Textual
Corpora

FrameNet,
WordNet,

. . .

Scenario-based
Lexical Resource

and Knowledge Base

3D Object
and Image
Library

Spatial Tags
and other
Meta-data

Input
Text

Virtual
3D

Scene

Figure 2.1. WordsEye system overview, as pictured in (Coyne et al., 2010a)
(courtesy of B. Coyne).

In order to create a 3D scene of an input sentence, WordsEye first parses the
sentence provided by the user into a syntactic representation, using a lexicon of
15,000 substantives. After the parsing, the system conducts a semantic analysis to
create a semantic representation of the sentence. To build such a representation,
the system maps all lexical items in the sentence to semantic “frames”, i.e. basic

1http://www.wordseye.com/, last visited on July, 25th 2012.
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2.1. PREVIOUS WORKS IN TEXT-TO-SCENE CONVERSION RESEARCH

semantic elements. Those links are established with the help of FrameNet (Baker
et al., 1998), a digital lexical resource for English that associates lexical items to
hierarchically-related semantic frames, and of WordNet (Fellbaum, 2010), a lexical
database that provides a taxonomy of words. Some words such as “of” are inherently
ambiguous and therefore need their neighbouring words to be interpreted. Table 2.1
shows the semantic mappings of “of” used with different semantic contexts, and
in which frame relations these valence patterns result in. Figure 2.2 shows the
corresponding depictions of these semantic contexts.

Text (A of B) Valence patterns for “of” Resulting frame relation
bowl of cherries A=container, B=plurality-or-mass container-of(bowl, cherries)
slab of concrete A=entity, B=substance made-of(slab, concrete)
picture of girl A=representing-entity, B=entity represents(picture, girl)

arm of the chair A=part-of(B), B=entity part-of(chair, arm)
height of the tree A=size-property, B=physical-entity dimension-of(height, tree)

stack of plates A=arrangement, B=plurality grouping-of(stack, plates)

Table 2.1. Semantic mappings for “of” in the SBLR (courtesy of B. Coyne).

Made-of: horse of stone Grouping-of: stock of cats Part-of: head of cow

Dimension: height of horse Represents: picture of girl Container-of: bowl of cats

Figure 2.2. Depictions of “of” in WordsEye (courtesy of B. Coyne).

The program then uses this semantic representation to deduce the context in
which this sentence is used. WordsEye handles simple anaphora resolution, allow-
ing for a variety of ways of referring to objects. The next step is the choice of a
depiction strategy, which is done with the help of the spatial relations, textures,
colors, collections and poses described in the sentence. Finally, WordsEye uses an
extensive constraint system that computes the positions of the objects in the scene
in respect to their dimensions and other spatial restrictions. The scene composition
relies on an enormous database of 2,000 models and 10,000 images. Once the main
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architecture of the program was ready and worked properly, the designers realized
that the system would benefit from a larger knowledge about the world. For exam-
ple, the sentence “John eats his breakfast” implies a great deal of basic knowledge,
such as the fact John is probably in his kitchen, sitting in front of a coffee cup.
To resolve such pragmatic ambiguities, the developers of WordsEye created a uni-
fied database to express the lexical and pragmatical knowledge needed to depict
scenes from text. They called this database the Scenario-Based Lexical Knowledge
Resource (SBLR) (Coyne et al., 2010a), and populated it through various means,
notably with FrameNet and WordNet, as stated earlier. Another interesting way
of populating the SBLR was to use Amazon Mechanical Turk (Rouhizadeh et al.,
2010), an Internet marketplace where humans can execute tasks which are easy for
humans but difficult or impossible for computers, in exchange of a remuneration.
The “Mechanical Turks” were asked to describe what they would expect to find in
a kitchen for example and this data was analyzed and added to the SBLR.

Apart from this lacking knowledge of the world, the system counts a few limi-
tations, such as the poor quality of 3D graphics and the fact that it yields better
results with highly punctuated sentences (e.g. “There is a car. The car is blue. It
is big.”). Another limitation is that the system does not update automatically: one
needs to click on “render” to see the result of one’s changes.

2.2 Application of text-to-scene generation to education

2.2.1 Previous works

The principal use of text-to-scene conversion in a teaching context was conducted
by one of the originators of the WordsEye program, Bob Coyne, and some of his
colleagues at the Columbia University. In an article published recently (Coyne
et al., 2011), they presented an experiment conducted at the Harlem Educational
Activities Fund, where a group of 6th grade students used WordsEye over five weeks
to recreate scenes from Aesop’s Fables and George Orwell’s Animal Farm. At the
end of this summer course, the students were tested along with other students who
took the same course without using the program. The results show that the program
had an effect on the literacy of the students, with an increase in the grades (grading
system from 0 to 25) from 15.82 at the beginning of the course to 23.17 at the end
of it for the group which trained with WordsEye (growth by 7.35), compared to the
essays of the control group, which were graded 18.05 at the beginning and 20.59
at the end of course (growth by 2.54). This study shows that text-to-scene can be
considered as a reliable aid to literacy.

Another application was implemented by a team from the University of Trakya
in Turkey (Kılıçaslan et al., 2008), with a version of their system S2S, which can
process Turkish text into 2D scenes. This team tested S2S with a group of students
with autism and cognitive impairment, basing their work on the fact that those
individuals tend to “think in terms of concrete visual images rather than linguistic
expressions” and have a poor comprehension of abstract concepts, hoping that their

6



2.2. APPLICATION OF TEXT-TO-SCENE GENERATION TO EDUCATION

program could help bridging the gap between language and concepts via relevant
images. This early study showed promising results, and called for more research in
the application of text-to-scene conversion in the domain of special-needs education.

2.2.2 Theoretical background on linguistics and educational research

This Master thesis project also finds roots in some specific research areas of cogni-
tive science – the scientific, interdisciplinary study of human, animal and artificial
mental processes through psychology, artificial intelligence, linguistics, philosophy
and neuroscience. As described later in Chapter 4, the program was used in a study
with participants with the motivation to compare text-to-scene conversion feedback
during second language acquisition. One version of the system uses pictorial feed-
back (another 3D scene) to signal mistakes to the learner, while the control version
uses textual feedback to represent errors.

Since the user reinforces (if not acquires) his/her skills in a second language of
Swedish by describing day-to-day scenes, the program presented in this thesis can be
considered as an application of the theory of situated learning proposed by Jean
Lave and Etienne Wenger in 1991 (Lave & Wenger, 1991). This theory suggests
that learning and applying new concepts (whether learning a new profession, a new
language, etc.) should occur in the same context. According to the proponents of
this theory, learning, practicing and later using knowledge in the same environment
yields better results than learning abstract, general concepts extracted out of their
environment of application. Following those works, the field of computer-assisted
language learning (CALL) developed steadily. The virtual language assistant
Ville designed at the Royal Institute of Technology (Sweden) is an example of such
CALL systems (Wik & Hjalmarsson, 2009). Ville can give feedback to the user
on his/her pronunciation, and therefore makes language learning more interactive.
Write A Picture follows this tradition of computer-based tutoring, and is therefore a
CALL program. Compared to other methods of learning where the user is asked to
remember by heart lists of vocabulary, Write A Picture offers the possibility to train
on this vocabulary in a contextualized fashion. The user is given the opportunity to
link the vocabulary (s)he’s learning to a 3D scene, by linking entities together with
a spatial relation, to apply properties to those entities such as color and size, and to
understand which spatial relations the entities can have with each other. Situated
learning is progressively integrated into the educational system, notably with the
extensive use of computer-assisted learning programs, which allow the students to
manipulate and tinker with the concepts they’re being confronted to in a virtually-
constructed context. It is even possible for teachers to learn better ways to teach
through the use of such programs (Egbert, 2006).

If one focuses on the comparison between the two modalities in question, namely
pictorial and textual feedback, one has to name the work of Allan Paivio, who has
put forward since 1971 the theory of dual coding (Paivio, 1986). According to
Paivio, linguistic and visual information are processed by two major cognitive sub-
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systems: the Image system and the Language system, each representing (“coding”)
percepts into internal concepts. This theory was ground-breaking at its time, be-
cause it gave a theoretical justification for multimedia learning (Clark & Paivio,
1991) – in particular for the combined use of text and images (Mayer & Anderson,
1992; Levie & Lentz, 1982), but it also drew criticism due to its lack of precision on
the nature of information in play. John R. Kirby even found in 1993 that pictures
can have a negative effect on learning from text, due to interferences and competitive
effects: in other words, images can also disturb the reader (Kirby, 1993). Modifi-
cations to the theory have been proposed since 1986, among which the integrated
model of text and picture comprehension offered by Wolfgang Schnotz and Maria
Bannert (Schnotz & Bannert, 2003). In this article, the authors attempt to com-
plement the dual coding theory in the light of those contradictory studies. Schnotz
claims in particular that the Image and Language systems are somehow linked at
a higher level of abstraction (i.e. pictorial concepts have a linguistic equivalent and
vice versa), which is in opposition to the dual coding theory, which asserts that
abstract concepts only have a verbal representation. Schnotz further notes that the
choice and the graphical quality of the supporting picture is crucial and can even
be counter-effective in some cases.

Some characteristics of Write A Picture can also be seen as an application of the
theory of cognitive grammar, as introduced by Richard Langacker (Langacker,
1998). This theory of grammar, in opposition to generative and formal grammar
theories, considers that language is no different as a cognitive skill than any other
cognitive ability, such as visual or auditive comprehension. As such, Langacker
indicates that the concepts of gestalt theory, commonly used for the comprehension
of visual and auditive stimuli interpretations, should apply in the same manner to
linguistics, and that syntax should not be understood as abstract rules, but as a
product of semantics. This theory has its share of detractors among the proponents
of formal grammar, so this thesis does not take position for or against cognitive
grammar, however some elements of the Write A Picture program bears the marks
of this theory, in particular for the pictorial feedback version of the program, in
which pragmatic, semantic and morphological facets of entities are intertwined, and
not treated separately. Note that this thesis does not focus too much on this link
between grammar and semantics in Write A Picture – because this would have
required a separate analysis of those two aspects – but rather uses the program as
a whole to explore the relevance of text-to-scene feedback in a simple description
task.
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Chapter 3

The program: Write A Picture™

The Write A Picture project intends to offer a web-based text-to-scene interface
which can familiarize its users with vocabulary as well as with spatial relations in
a newly-acquired language. This chapter begins with an overview of the program
and continues with a deeper description of its various components.

3.1 System overview
Write A Picture™ is an educational program which combines linguistic, graphical
and game features. When the user connects to the website1, (s)he is invited to
provide a name and to choose a language. Write A Picture is available in Swedish,
English and French. The choice of language is both for the language used in the
game and for the interface. After the user has logged in, the main screen appears
as depicted in Figure 3.1. It is divided into two panels, each panel containing a
3D-scene depicting at most two objects in an empty room. Those two objects are
placed in order to illustrate a spatial relation, and can have size and color properties.
Under the right scene there is a text box (1), in which the user is asked to describe
the left scene in the chosen language. The scene on the left (2) is therefore the target
scene. The scene on the right (3) illustrates the description given by the user. This
scene depicts the same room as the scene on the left, but is initially empty, and
changes incrementally as the user modifies his/her description text. The scene is
updated automatically every time the user presses the Enter key, the Space bar or
the Full stop (.) key. The user can navigate in both scenes with the mouse and the
W (frontwards), A (left), S (backwards) and D (right) keys of the keyboard. Some
control buttons (4) give the possibility to reinitialize the position of the camera in
the scenes, to skip the current scene, to restart the game from the beginning and to
reveal the solution for this scene. There are also two buttons that allow the user to
change the play mode (5): the Game Mode sets a finite number of scenes which the
user should describe, whereas the Free Mode gives access to an infinite number of
scenes to describe. The user can also get some help and change the settings of the

1http://write-a-picture.appspot.com/
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program with two small buttons located in the top right-hand corner of the screen
(6).

Figure 3.1. The main screen of the Write A Picture website.

As a consequence of this short description, some basic specifications for the
program can be inferred. They entail that the program must be able to:

• generate a random scene,

• interpret the input text given by the user,

• illustrate a sentence with a 3D-scene.

3.2 Implications of parsing a text in Swedish
Following those primary specifications, the system needs to analyze the content of
the input sentence to generate a visual representation. This grammatical analysis of
the sentence is a core element of the program and is responsible for the decoding of
the syntax of the sentence. This results in a syntactic representation of the sentence.
The module which carries out this analysis is called a parser, and constitutes the
main linguistic part of the system. The program was initially designed to analyze
sentences written in Swedish, but was later extended to English and French. An
overview of the most important features of the Swedish grammar is now necessary
to understand the various challenges posed by the parsing of a Swedish text.

3.2.1 Brief overview of the Swedish grammar
Modern Swedish descends from Old Norse, and its syntax is similar to the German
one. Only the grammatical part-of-speech categories (shortened as POS) relevant
to the project are presented in this section.
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3.2. IMPLICATIONS OF PARSING A TEXT IN SWEDISH

Substantives

For substantives, adjectives and articles, Swedish counts:
• two grammatical genders (genus):

common (utrum, used with the article en): en hund – a dog
neuter (neutrum, with the article ett): ett djur – an animal

• two lexical genders (sexus):
masculine (maskulinum): pojke – boy
feminine (femininum): flicka – girl

• two numbers (numerus):
singular (singular): en pojke – a boy
plural (plural): pojkar – boys

• two kinds of “definiteness” (species):
indefinite (obestämd): en pojke – a boy
definite (bestämd): pojken – the boy

Additionally, Swedish has two cases (kasus): nominative (nominativ) and gen-
itive (genitiv). Cases won’t be taken into consideration in this project, only the
nominative forms of words is used.

Adjectives

Adjectives are declined in genders, number, definiteness and case to the substantive
they refer to.

en liten hund – a small dog (common, singular, indefinite)
de små hundarna – the small dogs (common, plural, definite)

The lexical gender of a substantive appears only in the agreement of its adjec-
tive(s), when the substantive is expressed in the definite form.

den lille pojken – the little boy (common, masculine, singular, definite)
den lilla flickan – the little girl (common, feminine, singular, definite)

The bending of substantives, adjectives and articles in Swedish, usually called
“congruence” amongst linguists (in Swedish kongruens), therefore proves to be more
challenging than in French (which only inflects for gender and number) and in
English (which only inflects substantives and articles in number). This variety of
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linguistic characteristics and their interdependence made the design of a Swedish
parser an important part of the final code, especially considering that many bent
forms are the same:

de stora hundarna – the big dogs (plural, common, definite)
stora hundar – big dogs (plural, common, indefinite)

To address this problem, such adjectives have their ambiguous characteristics
initially set to UNDEFINED. The ambiguities are then resolved later in the parsing
process.

Verbs

Verbs do not inflect for person or number, but they do for moods and tenses.
Table 3.1 gives the various forms of the verb att skriva (to write), which is an
irregular verb.

Form Swedish English
Stem skriva write

Infinitive att skriva to write
Imperative skriv! write!
Present jag skriver I write
Preterit jag skrev I wrote

Perfect (uses the supine form) jag har skrivit I have written
Past participle skriven/skrivet/skrivna written

Tabell 3.1. The various verb forms of the verb att skriva.

The program only uses descriptions of static objects that the user can see in the
3D scenes, therefore only the present tense is required.

Spatial prepositions

Prepositions are invariable and located most of the time after the verb.

En hund står på bordet. – A dog stands on the table.

3.2.2 Specifications

This website was originally developed for Tomorroworld AB™, a Swedish consulting
start-up company in video games2 founded by Tom Söderlund. The main version of
the website will be used later on by Robert Modlitba, in collaboration with whom
the specifications were outlined. Three other versions were developed for the needs

2http://www.tomorroworld.com/, last visited on July, 25th 2012.
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of this thesis: one for the pilot evaluation of the program, and two for the final
study. Mr. Modlitba will be designated as the Assignment Giver in the rest of this
report.

Types of sentences the system should handle

As required by the Assignment Giver, the program must be able to handle sentences
involving either one substantive, or two substantives and a spatial preposition. Each
substantive can be characterized by at most two adjectives, one depicting its color,
the other one depicting its size. The order in which those adjectives is given should
not matter. Each substantive can also have a determiner, either definite or indefi-
nite.

To sum up those specifications, Figure 3.2 gives the generic sentence the system
can handle. In this expression, D represents a determiner, C a color adjective,
S a size adjective, SUBST a substantive, V ERB a verb and PREP a spatial
preposition. When a tag is between brackets, it means that it can be omitted. For
the color and size tags, there can be a color and/or a size specified, or none, which
is symbolized by those different combinations between bars (the empty set symbol
emphasizes the fact that there can also be no adjective at all). This pattern of parts-
of-speech will be referred to in the rest of this report as the Generic Sentence
Pattern.

[
D1
]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

C1 S1
S1 C1
C1
S1
∅

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
SUBST1

V ERB
PREP

[
D2
]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

C2 S2
S2 C2
C2
S2
∅

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
SUBST2



 (3.1)

Figure 3.2. The Generic Sentence Pattern.

Here are some examples of sentences that the program should handle:

En flaska står.
– A bottle stands.

En flaska står på bordet.
– A bottle stands on the table.

En flaska står på ett bord.
– A bottle stands on a table.

En flaska står på ett rött bord.
– A bottle stands on a red table.

En stor blå flaska står på ett litet rött bord.
– A big blue bottle stands on a small red table.
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Lexicon used by the program

This section gives the various words or groups of words that are used in the program.

Substantives Adjectives
Swedish English Sizes Colors

boll ball Swedish English Swedish English
bord table liten small blå blue
flaska bottle stor big brun brown
golv floor grön green
hund dog Articles grå grey
katt cat Swedish English gul yellow
klocka clock en/den/de a/the orange orange
lampa lamp ett/det/de a/the rosa pink
ljus candle röd red

ljusstake candle stick Verbs svart black
päron pear Swedish English vit white
stol chair hänga hang
tavla painting ligga lie
vägg wall sitta sit
äpple apple stå stand

Prepositions
Swedish English Type of spatial relation

på on along the y-axis
under under along the y-axis
framför in front of along the z-axis
bakom behind along the z-axis

till höger om on the right of along the x-axis
till vänster om on the left of along the x-axis

ovanför above along the y-axis
nedanför below along the y-axis

Tabell 3.2. The semantic units used in the program, grouped by POS class.

3.2.3 Development environment

Various tools were used to create the program. The project was programmed in
Java, because this modern object-oriented programming language allows a quick
and robust implementation. Google Web Toolkit3 (GWT) was selected for the
implementation of the website, because of the many possibilities it offers and its
handover. GWT has a large community of users, which allows for a quick resolution

3https://developers.google.com/web-toolkit/, last visited on July, 25th 2012.
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of problems when such problems were already encountered in the past by other users.
Concerning the three-dimensional rendering, the 3D graphics engine Goo Engine4
was chosen because its development in Java made it easy to incorporate into the
other components.

3.2.4 Linguistic assumptions

Considering the restricted field of application of the program, a few simplifications
were postulated on the language that the program is supposed to analyze.

Assumption 1: Since the parser is programmed for different languages, and
for the sake of simplicity, the first assumption is that the semantic contents
of the translations of words between languages are strictly equivalent. This
is not the case in reality, since the set of meanings covered by a word in a
language never coincides with the set of meanings spanned by its translation
in another language. In mathematical terms, one could say that there is no
bijective translation from one language to another. However, these variations
are usually very tenuous for basic words used in simple contexts (as in this
program), which makes it plausible to consider that languages can have strictly
bijective translations.

Assumption 2: Any semantic unit in a sentence can be unambiguously re-
solved to only one part-of-speech (POS). For example “dog” will always be
considered as a substantive and “blue” will always be interpreted as an adjec-
tive. This excludes the use of homonyms such as “love” for example, which
can be both substantive and verb.

3.3 Overview of the text-to-scene conversion system

3.3.1 Framework of the program

Figure 3.3 shows the general architecture of the program, and uses the example of
a user who would like to see a cat on the left of a table on his screen. After the user
wrote the description, the sentence is fed into the parsing module. This module is
composed of different functions which are described in details in Section 3.3.2. The
parsing module then outputs a fully-analyzed sentence, which is then analyzed by
the spatial module. This module converts the analyzed sentence into a complete
semantic representation of the scene – called a semantic scene, and creates a 3D
scene out of it, with the help of some basic world knowledge. In other words, the
spatial module is responsible for the rendering of the final 3D scene. The processes
of the spatial module are presented in Section 3.3.3.

The next sections introduces the two main modules and their sub-modules.

4http://www.gootechnologies.com/, last visited on July, 25th 2012.
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Tokenizer
Separates the input string into tokens

POS-tagger
Assigns POS tags to the semantic units

Syntactic controller
Checks the syntax of the sentence

Ambiguities resolver
Updates adjectives’ characteristics

Congruence controller
Controls the inflection of certain POS

Pragmatics controller
Controls the “realizability” of the sentence

Scene interpreter
Deduces if the entities hang, lie, etc.

3D reasoning
Computes the entities’ spatial coordinates

String of characters
“A cat stands on the left of a table”

3D scene

I want to see a cat on the left of a table

array of tokens

tagged sentence

syntactically-corrected sentence

updated sentence

grammatically-corrected sentence

fully-parsed sentence

semantic scene

Lexicon

Pragmatics
(spatial knowledge)

Parsing module

Spatial module

Figure 3.3. Overview of the text-to-scene system.
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3.3.2 Parsing module

The grammatical analyzer of the program, also called the parser, is a central part of
the program. This section gives the details on how the parser analyzes a sentence.
The code for the Java class corresponding to the parser is given in the Appendix.

Choice of the type of parser

In order to analyze any kind of input sentence, most natural-language parsers are
nowadays statistically-based, which means that they resort to statistical methods to
create a dependency tree (Charniak, 1997). A dependency tree shows the hierarchy
of structures in the sentence, and therefore helps separating the sentence into its
different parts: subject, verb, object, complements, etc. These different elements
can then be used to extract the meaning of the sentence.

The use of a statistical parser was considered from the beginning of the project,
but after a month of development it became obvious that this solution was difficult
to implement, since there is no ready-to-use parser for Swedish. The creators of
the CarSim text-to-scene program (Johansson et al., 2005), already deplored this
during their research5. Besides, one can argue that it would have been a bit of an
overkill to use a statistical parser with such a small lexicon and limited domain, and
with the specific types of sentence required in the specifications (cf. Figure 3.2).

Consequently, a rule-based parser solution was preferred to a statistically-based
system. The sentence is therefore parsed following the process presented in Fig-
ure 3.3. The aim of the parser is to convert a coarse string of characters into a
fully parsed, annotated and corrected Sentence object. A Sentence object is
the implementation of the Generic Sentence Pattern, and is comprised of at most
ten words. By default, all the parts-of-speech of a Sentence object are assigned
to null and the parser fills in those attributes following certain rules.

Sub-modules of the parser

Tokenization: The lexicon used by the parser is declared in the VocabularySV
class, and is comprised of six lists of words or groups of words, one for each POS.
The very first step of the parser process is the tokenization of the input sentence,
where the coarse input String is decomposed into a list of semantic tokens. Those
tokens can be words, but also groups of words, since the some expressions such as
“till höger om” (“on the right of”) were considered as a whole. This is why the
expression semantic units is preferred to words in this report to refer to those
basic components of meaning inside the sentence. The tokenization first splits the
crude string of characters at every space character, which yields an array of words.
To detect those semantic units which are groups of words, the function checks for
every split bit if this bit is the beginning of one of those groups of words (e.g. “till”).

5“The development of the [information extraction] module [of the CarSim program] has been
made more complex by the fact that few tools or annotated corpora are available for Swedish.”
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In that case it successively verifies if the bit and its following bits form a group of
words, in which case it creates a semantic unit out of them. At this point, the
program has an array of words.

POS-tagging: Each of those tokens is then tagged with its part-of-speech in the
POS-tagger. One major assumption here, previously stated in Assumption 2, is that
any token can be unambiguously resolved to only one POS. POS-tagging is resolved
by comparing the token to the various forms (e.g. singular/plural spellings) of the
members of each POS list in the lexicon (cf. Table 3.2). Once the token coincides
with an existing word in the lexicon, the Sentence object is updated with the
inflected word. After this step, the program has a list of POS-tagged semantic
units, in the same order as they appear in the sentence.

Syntactic correction: Once each word has been assigned its POS, the list of
POS-tagged words or groups of words is fed into a function that controls if the word
order – i.e. the syntax – is correct. This step is crucial, because it discriminates
between a correct sentence and an incorrect sentence. In this sub-module, the
following actions are then performed:

1. Control that the sentence begins with an article, an adjective or a substantive.

2. Control that every word is followed by a valid word (for example, an article
can only be followed by a substantive, a color or a size).

3. Find the verb. If no verb is found, the sentence is nominal (e.g. “A blue
chair.”).

4. Find the first substantive.

5. Control that all the words between the first article and the first substantive
are adjectives.

6. Control the presence of a preposition after the verb. If no preposition is found,
the sentence is verbal (e.g. “A painting hangs.”).

7. Control that the second part of the sentence begins with an article, an adjec-
tive or a substantive.

8. Find the second substantive.

9. Control that all the words between the second article and the second substan-
tive are adjectives.

10. Perform various tests on the general coherence of the sentence, for example
check if there is no more than two adjectives per substantive.
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Ambiguities resolution: If no error was detected the parser should now have a
full sentence. However, as underlined earlier, some words have common forms for
different situations (den stora hunden – the big dog, de stora hundarna – the big
dogs). To resolve those ambiguities, the parser then looks for adjectives which have
an undefined gender, number or definiteness, and deduce those characteristics from
the surrounding words. In the given example, if “stora” is surrounded by words
in their singular forms, all the ambiguities are resolved, because the adjective will
inherit the substantive’s gender and definiteness, and the number will be set to
singular.

Congruence control: The next step is the control of the congruence of the sen-
tence. As presented earlier, the congruence is the agreement between articles, adjec-
tives and substantives. This is an important part of the correction of the sentence,
because written Swedish is quite strict on this matter, and does not tolerate in-
flection mistakes. The congruence-control function first analyzes couples of words
(article-substantive, adjective-substantive, article-adjective), and based on those re-
sults deduces which word(s) is/are not correctly spelled. Incorrect words are labeled
as such for later user feedback.

Pragmatics control: The final step of the parsing process consists of a control
on the pragmatic “realizability” of the sentence. For example, it is possible to
represent a dog standing on a candle, but it is much less likely to see such a scene in
reality. The Assignment Giver also decided to put the accent on a proper choice of
verbs both from the sentence generator and the user, which entails for example that
an apple or a ball can only “lie” (the difference between stå and ligga in Swedish
is similar to the difference between “stand” and “lie” in English: the pose of the
objects determines the choice of the verb). To avoid unlikely sentences, certain POS
categories have specific lists of allowed words, which puts some constraints on the
word combinations. Those dependencies are summed up in Figure 3.4. For example,
the substantive “candle” does not have “on” in its list of possible prepositions,
because it is unlikely for any entity of the vocabulary to be on a candle. The
pragmatics control function verifies that each word complies with its corresponding
dependencies. If not, the word is labeled as “unlikely” for later user feedback.

Note that only binary relations are considered. There are, however, some cases
where a constraint needs to be put on more than two words, such as in:

En lampa hänger på en liten tavla. – A lamp hangs on a small picture.
En liten lampa hänger på en stol. – A small lamp hangs on a chair.

Those ternary relations need a verification of their own to be avoided. Such
auxiliary solutions would prove harder to implement if the parser would not comply
with the Generic Sentence Pattern. Another method to ascertain the likeliness of
word combinations would be to calculate the frequency of such combinations in a
Swedish tagged corpus, and to discard those whose frequency is under a certain
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Figure 3.4. The inner pragmatic dependencies of a sentence.

threshold. This method would rely on the fact that the frequency of apparition of
a combination of words denotes the semantic probability of those words to be used
together.

3.3.3 Spatial module

This section focuses on the creation of a semantic representation of the input sen-
tence, and on the 3-dimensional rendering sub-module of the program.

Some conventions are used in this section. The first convention is the label given
to the two entities in the scene: in the sentence “A dog stands on a table”, the dog
will be labeled as the trajector , whereas the table will be called the landmark.
This convention is commonly used in the literature (Regier, 1995; Johansson et al.,
2005; Langacker, 1998), although some authors refer to the objects respectively as
figure and ground (Coyne et al., 2010b). The second convention is the coordinate
system, given in Figure 3.5, which is the system used in the 3D-engine.

From the parsed sentence to the semantic representation: the scene
interpreter

After the parsing module, the system has a fully-parsed sentence that is ready to
be resolved semantically. This is done in the scene interpreter sub-module. The
first class that this sub-module uses is the Entity class, the diagram of which one
can find in Figure 3.6. As this diagram shows, an Entity object is composed of
an entity attribute (EntitySemantics class) which represents the kind of ob-
ject the (e.g. dog, candle), a color attribute (ColorSemantics class) and a size
attribute (SizeSemantics class). These Java enumerations correspond to the
implementation of the semantic units given in Table 3.2.

The scene interpreter fills in two new instances of this Entity class: one of the
entity is filled with the first substantive, color and size adjectives of the parsed
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Figure 3.5. The coordinate system used in the program.

sentence and represents the trajector, the other instance is filled with the second
substantive, color and size adjectives and represents the landmark.

Those two entities are then integrated into an instance of the Scene class. This
class constitutes the semantic representation of the parsed sentence, and since it
is always depicts a scene, it will be called a semantic scene. As depicted in
Figure 3.6, this class contains:

• the Entity representing the trajector,

• the Entity representing the landmark,

• a SpatialRelation instance.

This last attribute corresponds to the preposition of the parsed sentence, and depicts
the spatial relation between the two entities. As described by John Freeman from
the University of Maryland (Freeman, 1975), the spatial relations used in this pro-
gram are all binary, meaning that they accept two arguments (e.g. ABOV E(A,B)
for “A is above B”), as opposed to BETWEEN for example, which is necessarily
ternary. All spatial relations are also spatially antisymmetric (e.g. RIGHT is the
antisymmetric of LEFT because they yield opposite coordinates along the x-axis if
the origin is centered on the considered landmark), which would not be the case for
FAR or BESIDE. This antisymmetry allows relations to be coupled up together so
as to form semantic contraries, for example ON(A,B)⇐⇒ UNDER(B,A). In
our restricted application where semantic variations (e.g. prepositions whose mean-
ing would change when coupled with verbs) are well delimited, some relations share
a semantic contrary, such as ABOV E and OV ER, which both have BELOW as
an opposite. Freeman additionally notes that two objects can be positioned so that
neither member of a relation pair can apply; for example neither ABOV E(A,B)
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Figure 3.6. Class diagram of the Scene class.

nor BELOW (A,B) are satisfied when (A) is on the left of (B).
As seen in Figure 3.6, each Entity object also has two Boolean properties,

hangs and lies, which are set to true if the entity respectively hangs or lie. The
verb alone is not enough to decide whether the entity hangs or lies, this is why
different tests were created to analyze the different configurations. These tests are
given in Table 3.3.

From the semantic scene to the 3D-scene: the rendering sub-module

The following processing steps mark the border between linguistics and 3D scene
rendering. The 3D scenes needed to be as realistic and immersive as possible. The
Goo Engine6 was chosen because of its web capacities and its straightforward in-
tegration in a Java environment. As stated earlier, the parser produces a Scene
object, which contains two Entity objects: a trajector and a landmark, and a
SpatialRelation object describing the spatial relation between the two entities.
Spatial reasoning is then necessary to make the link between semantics and prag-

6http://www.gootechnologies.com/, last visited on July, 25th 2012.
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For. . . property. . . is true if. . .

Trajector
hangs Verb = HANG

∨ Prep = ABOVE ∧ Trajector can hang

lies Verb = LIE
∨ Trajector should lie ∧ Verb 6= HANG

Landmark
hangs (Prep = BELOW ∨ Prep = UNDER)

∧ Landmark can hang

lies Prep = ON ∧ Landmark can lie
∨ Landmark should lie

Table 3.3. Conditions for which the hangs and lies attributes of the two
entities are set to true.

matics. In other words, how should the program create a visual 3D scene from the
abstract semantic representation?

To make the program “understand” a few real-life pragmatic constraints, some
basic spatial knowledge about the entities is required. The EntitySemantics
attribute of an Entity object is a Java enumeration which gives the list of entities
used in the program. It also contains the basic spatial knowledge about the entity it
represents, in the form of yes/no questions. It is the answers to those questions that
the program uses as world knowledge to tell for example if the object can and/or
should lie (cf. Table 3.3). Those questions can be categorized as follows:

• The different spatial poses of the entity:
– Can the entity hang on a wall? (e.g. a clock)
– Can the entity lie on the ground? (e.g. a painting, which can hang, but

can also lie on the ground)
– Should the entity lie on the ground if it is alone on the ground? (as it is

the case of a painting, which cannot stand alone on the ground)

• The spatial properties of the entity, given as answers to the questions enu-
merated below. These locational volumes, called “spatial tags” by Bob Coyne
(Coyne et al., 2010b), are illustrated in Figure 3.7. This enumeration class
also specifies the three-dimensional proportions of the spatial tags.
– Does the entity have a canopy? (i.e. a volume under the entity in which

another entity can be placed, like in the case of a present under a Christ-
mas tree)

– Does the entity have a top surface? (i.e. a volume above the entity in
which another entity can be placed, like in the case of a dog standing on
a chair)

– Is the entity a model? (as compared to being part of the decor, as a wall
or the ground)
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Canopy Top surface
Figure 3.7. The two spatial tags that require other dimensional information
than the dimension of the entity.

Based on this information, the 3D engine gathers the various spatial constraints
and forms the 3D-scene. The 3D models, originally in the standard Collada
format (Arnaud & Barnes, 2006), are converted to the JSON format and imported
into the 3D engine. Since Goo Engine does not support shadows, a parquet floor
texture was chosen to give a feeling of perspective to the scene.

3.3.4 Random generation of scenes

As stated earlier in the specifications, the program needs to generate random scenes,
which the user will have to describe. To generate those scenes, the program first
randomly fills in a Sentence object, respecting the inner dependencies of the
sentence (cf. Figure 3.4). To satisfy all those constraints, the Sentence object is
filled in the following order: a) the first substantive, b) the first color, c) the first
size, d) the first determiner, e) the verb (among the possible actions for substantive
1), f) the second substantive (the verb being a possible verb for this substantive),
g) the preposition (among the common possible prepositions for the verb and for
substantive 2), h) the second color, i) the second size, j) the second determiner.
This sentence is then labeled as the target sentence, and it is to this sentence that
the user’s descriptions will be compared later in the game. Once this sentence is
ready, it is fed into the spatial module, which generates a 3D scene out of it. The
resulting scenes is then syntactically and pragmatically correct and seems to have
been generated randomly; the internal sentence generation is invisible to the user.

3.3.5 Translation to English and French

The translation of the parser from Swedish to English and French did not require
a complete redesign of the parser, since it was assumed in Assumption 1 that each
semantic unit had an equivalent in the other languages of the program. This as-
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sumption is substantiated by the fact that those three languages share a common
Indo-European root and a similar syntax. Adaptations were made so as to reflect
the particularities of each language (e.g. the French gender system or the fact that
English substantives starting with a vowel must be preceded in the indefinite form
by the article an). One ambiguity resided in the fact that contrary to Swedish
and English, French does not really make a difference between “to stand” and “to
lie”. Some workarounds helped adapting the 3D rendering consequently, but the
Swedish parser is still more efficient than these two adaptations in terms of syntactic
analysis. Figure 3.8 shows the class diagram for the most important classes of the
program.

Figure 3.8. Class diagram of some core parts the program, showing the rela-
tions between the different translations of the parser.

3.4 Pilot evaluation of the program
This section focuses on the early evaluation study which was conducted only on the
Swedish version of the program.

3.4.1 Objective
Before the proper study is conducted, a pre-evaluation study was done to test both
the user-friendliness and more importantly the functionalities of the program. The
aim of this study was to ascertain:

• if the Swedish language used in the program is close enough to the language
Swedish native speakers would use to describe a scene,

• if the text-to-scene system works properly and that the scenes depict the
descriptions well enough,

• if the scenes are easily describable or if some ambiguities appear and pose a
problem for the user,
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• if the program has technical errors.

The qualitative results of this study helped improving the clarity of the system.

3.4.2 Method
The only requirement on the selection of participants is that they have to be native
Swedish speakers. After connecting to a specific version of the Write A Picture
program7, those participants are first asked their name and age (in order to detect
age-related variations in the use of language) and to certify that Swedish is their
mother tongue, after that an instruction page appears in Swedish to describe the
task to the participant. These instructions are given in Table 3.4.

Once the participant is acquainted with the protocol, the evaluation follows
these steps:

1. The program randomly creates a sentence and generates the corresponding
3D-scene in the scene on the right.

2. The participant then has to describe the scene with no access to the solution
or to corrective feedback. When the participant presses the Enter key, the
input sentence is time-stamped and saved into the log.

3. After that, a questionnaire is presented to the participant (answerable with
radio buttons). The questions are presented in Table 3.5.

The whole procedure is repeated from step 1 ten times (ten scenes). Once this
is done, a screen displays: “Thank you for your participation!” A logging system
kept track of the participant’s results, namely:

• The description of the scenes: To quantitatively analyze the descriptions
of the participants can help answering these questions: how off is the randomly
generated description of the scene to what a native speaker would instinctively
write? Which part-of-speech is more affected? Is the choice of verb correct?

• The answering time tanswer = tapparition_sentence − tEnter_is_pressed. Have
the participants used the same amount of time on the same scenes? This time
can also help establishing an average response time for native speakers.

• The answers to the questionnaire: they can be of some help to clarify
the observations made with the above-mentioned metrics.

3.4.3 Results
6 participants took part in the pre-evaluation study. First, the average answer-
ing time for one scene was approximately 41.7 seconds (averaged over 106 scene

7http://writeapicture-evaluation.appspot.com/
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Instructions

• This is an evaluation study for a text-to-3Dscene program.

• You will be presented with different 3D scenes containing at most two
objects.

• Your task is to describe the objects in the scene as succinctly as possible,
but without forgetting any color or size detail.

• If the size is neither big nor small and if the color seems to be the usual
color for the object, you can omit it.

• Don’t forget to be specific with the verb you use! (lie, stand or hang)

• This is how the scene looks like without any object in it:

• You don’t need to describe the walls and the ground as long as they don’t
change colors.

• You can move around the scene, using the WASD keys

• To reinitialize the camera position, click on:

• If you want to see those instructions again during the game, click on:

Table 3.4. Translation into English of the instructions given in Swedish to the
participants of the pilot evaluation of the program.

descriptions, time measurement precision estimated to 0.1 s, standard deviation:
31.2 s). The standard deviation shows a large variation of those answering times,
possibly due to hesitation (though Question 6 – additional remarks – was left blank
most of the time) or to variations in the attention paid to the study.

In Question 1, where the participants were asked to grade the difficulty they
had to describe the scene (1 (easy), 2 (quite easy), 3 (quite difficult) and 4 (diffi-
cult)), the average grade was 1.2, which is closest to the label “easy”.
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Questions Motivation for the question
1. On a scale from 1 (easy) to 4 (dif-
ficult), how difficult was this scene to
describe?

To detect which scenes – and there-
fore which spatial relation or couple
of models – are harder to describe.

2. Did you recognize all the entities? To know if the participant could
identify the entities.

3. Did you have troubles to recognize
the color of one of the entities? If yes,
please describe your difficulties.

To know if the participant could
identify the color of the entity.

4. Did you have troubles to recognize
the size of one of the entities? If yes,
please describe your difficulties.

To know if the participant could
identify the size of the entity.

5. Here is a description for this scene:
“[here appeared the generated sen-
tence from which the 3D scene was
stemmed]”. On a scale from 0 (poor)
to 3 (very good), how would you rate
this description of the scene?

To rate the sentence, once the user
has described the scene.

6. Do you have any other remark? If the participant noticed something
relevant.

Table 3.5. Translation into English of the questions asked in Swedish to the
participants of the pilot evaluation of the program, after they had described a
scene.

In Question 5, where the participants were asked to grade a description of the
scene (0 (bad), 1 (quite bad), 2 (quite good), 3 (good)) the average grade was 1.9,
which is closest to the label “quite good”.

3.4.4 Analysis of the results and subsequent improvements of the
program

The average grades of Questions 1 and 5 show that the parser interprets the user’s
input correctly from a native user’s perspective, especially considering that the users
graded the scenes quite severely on Question 5, with scenes such as “a chair stands
on the left of a dog” being marked as bad when the participant had described an
equivalent sentence “a dog stands on the right of a chair”.

The qualitative evaluation of the program, achieved through the analysis of the
various descriptions of the users, revealed some problems from the 3D rendering
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(some red objects looked orange, black objects looked gray), and others from the
models (the model for dog shows a standing dog, but the verb “to sit” was also
accepted for the substantive “dog”). The program was improved accordingly after
those results. The parser was corrected and the rendering system was modified so
that the two models were centered in the middle of the room if the prepositions
“on the left of ” or “on the right of ” were used. This was made so that there is
no difference in the 3D scenes for “a chair stands on the left of a dog” and for “a
dog stands on the right of a chair”. Other colors were added along with a system
of equivalence between them (e.g. gray would be accepted even if the object was
black).

This pre-evaluation also proved crucial for the testing of the online logging of
the results, and showed that the 3D scenes sometimes cannot be displayed, because
some browsers do not support WebGL, the 3D graphics rendering interface which
GooEngine uses8. To avoid such inconveniences, some additional assistance was
added to the website in case the user’s browser does not support WebGL. Time
was unfortunately lacking to conduct this study once again after the modifications,
but the program was shown to different Swedes who all regarded the program as
“working well”, and so Write A Picture was considered good enough to serve as the
basis for a larger study.

8Write A Picture is correctly displayed by most versions of Firefox, Google Chrome and Opera.
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Chapter 4

Evaluating text-to-scene conversion in
CALL

As presented in the introduction, this project takes roots not only in speech tech-
nology, but also in computer-assisted language learning (CALL). A study with par-
ticipants was conducted in order to test the relevance of pictorial (3D) feedback for
individuals who learn a second language.

4.1 Motivation for the study and Hypothesis
Chapter 2 pointed out that Write A Picture can be regarded as an application of
CALL. This learning method presents various benefits compared to the traditional
classroom paradigm. The first of them is that the student can practice on his/her
own at home, since the CALL program does not require the student to be in class.
This is a major advantage, since language learning demands a lot of practice. An-
other advantage is that this type of interfaces offers individual feedback, which the
teacher cannot always provide.

Compared to more traditional CALL programs, Write A Picture could offer two
additional features:

• the combined training on text and pictures: the entities are not just abstract
linguistic concepts – which can be sometimes difficult to picture mentally –
they have a visual existence of their own which can assist the student in his/her
learning, and

• the fact that the student can view the representation of his/her sentence in-
crementally while typing.

The second point will not be investigated by this user study, but the first point
can be tested quite specifically by setting up a description task and focusing on the
feedback in Write A Picture. The main version of Write A Picture offers what will
be from now on called pictorial feedback: a second 3D scene which illustrates
the user’s description. In order to test the relevance of pictorial feedback, the main
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version of Write A Picture was compared to an altered version of Write A Picture
providing only feedback in the form of colored text to indicate mistakes in
the description. In the user study, one group of students trained on the pictorial
feedback version of Write A Picture and was the test group (Group 1), while the
other group which trained on the textual feedback version of Write A Picture was
the control group (Group 2).

The hypothesis can now be formulated: If pictorial feedback allows for a better
vocabulary and grammar assimilation than textual feedback, then the group which
trained on the pictorial feedback version of Write A Picture will perform better both
in terms of response times and proportion of won scenes than the group that trained
on the textual feedback version of the program.

Testing the hypothesis demands a balanced implementation and testing of both
system versions, which can prove quite difficult to achieve since the exact equivalence
between the pictorial and textual modalities is virtually impossible to reach. In
other words, it is difficult to have a perfect correspondence between one pictorial
feedback element and one textual feedback element. Assuming that such is the case,
one can argue that seeing an illustration of one’s description offers a more intuitive
interface than plain textual feedback, since it allows for a direct visual comparison
between two scenes. If the target scene to describe shows a red lamp on a table,
and the user describes the scene as “A blue lamp stands on the table”, the program
turns into a “Spot the difference” game, where the user compares the two scenes
and modifies his/her description accordingly.

Traditional textual feedback on the other hand requires the user to read and
decode the feedback (which in our case is “coded” with colored words, as presented
later), and lacks the visual connection between the current description and the
target description. Additionally, Write A Picture provides a semantic representation
of incorrect words, which might help the user to use those words correctly in the
future. For example, if one uses “blue” instead of “red” to describe an object, the
scene will show the object as blue, which hopefully will motivate the user to use
“blue” correctly the next time.

4.2 Method
This part focuses on the experimental method used to test the hypothesis.

4.2.1 Participants
The participants were students in the first and second levels (beginner and advanced
beginner levels) of the Swedish classes offered at the Royal Institute of Technology
of Stockholm (KTH).

A total number of 275 students subscribed to the study. 76.2% of them were
absolute beginners in Swedish whereas 23.8% had either followed the first level or
studied Swedish previously in their home university or on their own. At the time
of their subscription, the students were asked to provide their name, age, mother
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tongue, second languages, if they had any previous knowledge of Swedish before the
class they were following and their email addresses. Based on this information, two
groups of 137 and 138 were balanced in respect to the students’ language(s) and
levels in Swedish. Group 1 was assigned to the pictorial feedback version (test
group), whereas Group 2 was assigned to the textual feedback version (control
group).

4.2.2 The Pictorial Feedback version (Group 1)

This version can be viewed and tested online at http://writeapicture-kth1.
appspot.com/ by connecting with the login “visitor” and a blank password. Fig-
ure 4.1 gives a snapshot of the program’s main screen.

Figure 4.1. The main screen of the pictorial feedback version.

This version has two 3D scenes; the left scene being the target scene, and the
right scene being the pictorial feedback that illustrates what the participant writes.
Some features were added, such as the detection of unknown words (in this case, a
cube with question marks appears on the screen to symbolize the unknown word),
the representation of an incorrect verb (the model representing the subject of the
sentence appears upside down) or of an incorrect preposition (one of the object
is oriented 90° to the left). The only textual feedback that this group received
was for congruence errors, since the incorrect bending of articles, adjectives and
substantives (cf. Section 3.2.1) was too challenging to represent pictorially. The
participant “wins” a round if there is no mistake in the description and if the two
scenes match. In the instructions, the participants were explicitly advised to use
the scene on the right to correct their descriptions.
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4.2.3 The Textual Feedback version (Group 2)

This version can be viewed and tested online at http://writeapicture-kth2.
appspot.com/ by connecting with the login “visitor” and a blank password. Fig-
ure 4.2 gives a snapshot of the program’s main screen.

Figure 4.2. The main screen of the textual feedback version.

This version has only one scene on the left, the target scene, and an extensive
textual feedback system. The input text is parsed and feedback is given every time
the user presses the Space bar, the Enter key or the Full stop key (.). The feedback
is shown through a series of stylings of the incorrect words, given in Table 4.1.
The participant “wins” a round if there is no mistake in the description and if the
description matches the scene.

fuchsia : unknown word,
yellow : incorrect word in relation to the previous word (e.g. a

preposition instead of a verb),
underscored : wrong word in relation to the subject of the sentence,
bold+italic : wrong word in relation to the object of the sentence,

green : wrong preposition or substantive,
crimson : incorrect verb conjugation,

red : congruence error,
orange : wrong color or size,

∅ : missing color or size.
Table 4.1. The different stylings of the textual feedback version.
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4.2.4 Instructions common to the two groups

In both versions, the help section gives the instructions specific to the group, as
well as links to websites which explain the rules of Swedish for congruence, verb
conjugations, etc. A “Practice” section allows the student to train on the vocab-
ulary and on the types of sentences used in the program. This section takes the
form of “flashcards”, which give the word in Swedish with its different forms, its
English translation, and a scene showing the object, property or spatial relation
corresponding to the word. The students are required to use a verb every time in
their descriptions, in order to make them practice on the nuances between “stå” (to
stand) and “ligga” (to lie).

The students were contacted by email one week after their subscription, after
they had studied the Swedish congruence in class. In this email they were first asked
to fill in an online form to indicate their proficiency in the languages they claimed to
speak in the subscription. Each participant was also given a login and a password
which gave them access solely to the version corresponding to their group. The two
versions were designed as games in order to arouse the interest of the participants:
the player could earn points when the description was correct, and lose the round
if the input sentence was modified more than 15 times (without losing points).

The study lasted two weeks, and it was recommended to play the game at least
once every other day, but no specific frequency of use was required. The focus was
rather put on the students’ own motivation and responsibility.

4.2.5 Metrics

The log system kept a record of the results at the end of each connection; in par-
ticular:

• a timestamp of the connection,

• the language selected for the interface,

• the answers of the participant,

• the number of scenes the participant worked on,

• the “decoding” time for each scene: how long did it take for the participant
to understand the scene and elaborate a sentence? This time is measured be-
tween when the scene is first shown to the user and when the participant starts
to write a description in the text box. This response time gives information on
the level of confidence the student has when confronted to a scene: the faster
(s)he starts to describe the scene, the better (s)he knows the vocabulary to
use.

• the composition time for each scene: how long did it take for the participant
to write his/her description? This time is measured between when the partic-
ipant starts to write in the text box and when (s)he wins or loses the round.
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A decrease of this response time over time will show a general improvement
of the student’s description skills,

• the total practicing time on the flashcards,

• the total connection time for each session,

From these measurements, a few other significant metrics can be calculated for
each scene to compare the two versions:

• the percentage of correctness of each description, i.e. the number of
correct words in the sentence divided by the total number of words in the
sentence.

• a Boolean value Tried informing whether the participant tried to describe
the scene. This Boolean is set to False if the composition time is 0 (i.e. the
participant did not try to describe the scene and just skipped it or closed the
game).

• the number of attempts. This number is initialized at 0 when the scene
is presented, and incremented every time the participant presses the Space
bar, the Enter key or the Full stop key. The number of attempts therefore
corresponds to the number of steps the participants needed to describe the
scene, and it indicates if the participant corrected his/her description a lot or
not.

• a ternary, categorical variable Success, which can take the values Won,
Skipped or Lost, and which symbolizes if the scene was respectively either
won, skipped/restarted or lost. This variable is assigned if Tried is True,
and takes the value:

– Won if the description reaches 100% correctness,

– Skipped if the description does not reach 100% of correctness, and that
the number of attempts is below 25,

– Lost if the description does not reach 100% of correctness, and that the
number of attempts is 25.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 The participants

The study was launched on Sunday, 19th August 2012, and lasted two weeks. Among
the 278 students who subscribed to the study, only a minority took part in the study,
with 24 students in Group 1 and 29 students in Group 2 connecting to the website
at least once. However among those students, only 6 in each group tried to describe
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10 scenes or more. The results were taken into account for those 12 students only,
who will therefore be labelled as “the participants” in the rest of this report.

Table 4.2 gives the ages characteristics of those 12 participants, and Figure 4.3
gives their language backgrounds. As Figure 4.3 and Table 4.2 show, the two
groups were homogeneous in age, mother tongue, second languages and
proficiency in Swedish.

Group 1 Group 2
Nb of students who registered to the study 140 138

Nb of students who connected to the website 24 (17.1%) 29 (21.0%)
Nb of participants 6 (4.3%) 6 (4.3%)

Total connection time for all students 8 h 30 min 16 s 16 h 52 min 46 s
Total connection time for the 12 participants 6 h 48 min 31 s 6 h 22 min 21 s
Age of the participants (min < mean < max) 20 < 23 < 28 21 < 21 < 23

Table 4.2. General information about the two groups.
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Figure 4.3. Language and Swedish proficiency distributions of the participants.

4.3.2 Distribution of Won, Skipped and Lost scenes
The scene indexes were clustered into four bins of five scenes each and the proportion
of Won, Skipped and Lost scenes was computed. The distribution is given in
Figure 4.4.

The proportion of Won scenes increases from 10% to 75% for Group 1 (a 65%
increase) and from 53.85% to 86.67% for Group 2 (a 33% increase), with a slight
decrease for both groups in the last bin. A χ2-test performed on the number of
Won scenes, and of both Lost and Skipped scenes in both groups gave χ2(df =
1, N = 178) = 13.15, p = 0.00.
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Figure 4.4. Distributions of Won, Skipped and Lost sentences for both
groups, for the 25 first scenes.

4.3.3 Number of attempts

The number of attempts was considered only for the Won scenes, since Skipped and
Lost scenes have incomplete descriptions. As pictured in Figure 4.5, this number
of attempts decreased slightly throughout the study, from 15 to 13 on average for
Group 1 and from 15 to 11 on average for Group 2. A t-test was then performed on
the numbers of attempts, but histograms of the number of attempts showed that
the data was skewed to the right. Since it has been suggested that the log-normal
law is a better fit to skewed data (Zellner, 1998; Campione & Véronis, 2002), the
number of attempts was transformed into a logarithmic scale (base 10), and the
t-test was conducted on those “normalized” values instead. This test shows no
significant difference between Group 1 (MNbAtt1 = 13.18, SDNbAtt1 = 1.37) and
Group 2 (MNbAtt2 = 13.49, SDNbAtt2 = 1.26); t(208) = 0.547, p = 0.793.

4.3.4 Response times

The decoding time averaged over all the 12 participants and the 26 first Won scenes
is given in Figure 4.6. On average, Group 1 was faster than Group 2 to describe
the scenes. Figure 4.7 gives the evolution of the composition times averaged for all
the 12 participants. For memory, the composition time is the time during which
the participants described the scene.

As for the number of attempts, the logarithms of the decoding times and of the
composition times follow the normal distribution, which allows to run a Student’s
t-test on the response times data. For the decoding times, the test shows no
significant difference between Group 1 (MDT 1 = 9.79 s, SDDT 1 = 1.95 ms) and
Group 2 (MDT 2 = 11.56 s, SDDT 2 = 2.44 ms); t(207) = 0.030, p = 0.128, but for
the composition times, Group 1 (MCT 1 = 46.39 s, SDCT 1 = 1.99 ms) performs
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Figure 4.5. Evolution of the number of attempts for the 26 first Won scenes.

statistically better than Group 2 (MCT 2 = 58.09 s, SDCT 2 = 1.93 ms); t(208) =
0.004, p = 0.586.

Furthermore, the average composition times decrease steadily for both groups,
from 180.24 to 22.86 seconds for Group 1 (decrease by 87%) and from 233.60 to
46.51 seconds for Group 2 (decrease by 80%).
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Figure 4.6. Averaged decoding and composition times for the 26 first Won
scenes. Error bars represent the standard error.
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Figure 4.7. Evolution of the average composition time for the 26 first Won
scenes.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 The low participation rate

The first analysis can be made on the participation rate. In light of the results given
in Table 4.2, very few students took part in the study (cf. number of students who
connected to the website), with a slight advantage for Group 2 (cf. total connection
time for the students who connected at least once to the website). The data was
exploitable for only 12 participants, who tried to describe more than 10 scenes. The
low participation rate can be explained by:

• the fact that some students’ browsers did not support the graphical inter-
face required to display the 3D scenes.

• the fact that the proficiency in Swedish required to play the game com-
fortably was too high in comparison to the students’ proficiency (74.5% of the
students who connected at least once to the website were beginners). As soon
as this pattern emerged, a mail with more detailed instructions and help was
sent to all the students, with practically no effect on the participation rate.

• a lack of interest or motivation on the students’ part (nearly 83% of the
students who subscribed never visited the website). This was confirmed by a
questionnaire sent to the participants at the end of the study (cf. below).
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4.4.2 The proportion of Won, Skipped and Lost scenes
The second conclusion can be made on the distribution of Won, Skipped and
Lost scenes (Figure 4.4). The number of Won scenes increases over time for both
groups, which means that both groups improved over time. This suggests
that Write A Picture is at least as good a CALL as a textual feedback-based scene
description program can be.

However Figure 4.4 also shows that for the very first 5 scenes (cf. first scene
index bin, labeled ’5’), i.e. the scenes where the participants become familiar with
the program, Group 2 performed better than Group 1: Group 1 manages to describe
correctly only 10% of the 5 first scenes when Group 2 solved 53.85% of those scenes.
Group 2 also described correctly more scenes than Group 1 throughout
the study. If the two groups are indeed homogeneous in language background,
this could be explained by the fact that the program used by Group 2 was easier
to use than the one used by Group 1. The low participation rate however increases
the possibility of having heterogeneous groups. Group 2 is advantaged by this
“head start” and therefore completes more scenes than Group 1 on average in the
other scenes. Even though both versions were designed to have the same level of
difficulty and to be as equivalent as possible in terms of feedback, it is possible
that the pictorial feedback version gave insufficient feedback on the correctness of
the sentence, which made it too difficult for the participants in Group 1 to modify
their descriptions correctly. For example, the feedback for an incorrect choice of
verb was that the model representing the subject of the sentence appeared upside
down, which is not an intuitive feedback. Additionally, students in Group 2 had a
direct access to the feedback color coding (cf. Figure 4.2) whereas students
in Group 1 had to go to the help page if they had forgotten the pictorially-based
coding (this is a flaw of the user interface).

4.4.3 The number of attempts
Thirdly, as can be seen on Figure 4.5, the number of attempts seems to decrease
slightly over time for both groups (2 corrections less for Group 1 and 4 for Group 2),
which indicates that the students corrected their sentences fewer times between their
first and their last descriptions. This progress can be interpreted as an increase in
the level of confidence within both Groups and with the fact that Write A Picture
can be as efficient a CALL program as a traditional feedback-based program, but
the t-test does not show any statistical difference between the two groups.

4.4.4 The response times
The third metric analyzed is the response times, which were divided into decoding
times and composition times. As can be seen on Figure 4.6, Group 1 seems to
perform better on average than Group 2 for both decoding and composition times.
If one assumes that describing the scenes faster means improving one’s description
skills over time, the two curves pictured in Figure 4.7 can be considered as learning
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curves. The composition times significantly decrease, which shows that the two
groups improved over time, but more importantly, the t-test run on the composition
times shows that Group 1 described the scenes significantly faster than
Group 2. This suggests that the students in Group 1 are more confident than the
ones in Group 2, which in turn points to the fact that pictorial feedback is more
intuitive than traditional textual feedback.

4.4.5 Questionnaire

A questionnaire was sent to the students at the end of the study to inquire the
reasons of the low participation and the potential difficulties encountered, and to
collect general comments on the program and on the study. This survey received few
answers but some elements that were pinpointed were particularly relevant. Some
in Group 1 complained that the pictorial feedback system was not understandable
enough, in particular when the user chooses a wrong verb or a wrong preposition.
However the students in Group 1 who answered the survey agreed with the fact that
using another 3D scene to indicate mistakes in the description is a good feedback.
This survey also showed that the game was not challenging enough, and that “after
an hour it becomes boring”, due to the restricted vocabulary and types of sentences
handled. On average, the students neither agreed nor disagreed on whether their
Swedish improved with the program, but they acknowledged a lack of motivation
on their part.

4.4.6 Conclusion of the evaluation study

As a first conclusion, one can say that both the pilot evaluation conducted with
Swedish native speakers and the evaluation study conducted with the students
showed that the program was working without any major bug, which was quite
a challenge considering the many modules and the complexity of the website. The
evaluation study also indicated that the students improved their description
skills over time and felt more confident with the vocabulary. Some elements
such as the lower response times, the increase in the number of correct descriptions
and the decrease in the number of attempts point to the fact that pictorial feedback
performs better than textual feedback, and therefore that text-to-scene conver-
sion shows great potential as a CALL method. Other elements such as the
number of correctly described scenes are in contradiction with those results and
would favor a rejection of the hypothesis. Yet other elements like the poor playabil-
ity of the program and the user interface differences between the two versions can
be linked to precise design flaws in Write A Picture and should not be generalized to
text-to-scene conversion. On the whole this study did not show clearly enough the
expected results because it relied too much on the students’ motivation to improve
their Swedish. The subsequent lack of participation, combined with high individual
variation, makes it difficult to compare the two groups. The students should have
been tested under surveillance for a certain time, possibly with some remuneration.
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4.4. DISCUSSION

Further investigation is therefore necessary to either validate or invalidate the hy-
pothesis and to comfort the results of the previous works presented in Chapter 2
and to show more obvious results pointing to the greater relevance of text-to-scene
conversion as feedback for second language learning.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This project has seen the creation of a system that converts a Swedish text descrip-
tion of a scene into a fully-rendered 3D scene. Write A Picture presents advantages
compared to previous works in this domain: the update of the scene is automatic
and incremental, and the rule-based parser gives freedom for the implementation
of a severe syntactic control of the input sentence. Native speakers considered that
this implementation worked well, and a study with participants was set up in or-
der to compare two feedback modalities to a description task in the context of
computer-assisted second language learning. This study showed that the program
was functional for most users, and that the participants’ descriptive skills improved
over time. Different elements in the evaluation study also point to the fact that
text-to-scene conversion deserves its place as a computer-assisted language learning
method. This comforts the results of previous research teams in the area (Coyne
et al., 2011; Kılıçaslan et al., 2008). Further development on the parsing com-
ponent, on the graphical representational component and on the playability of the
program, combined with an study conducted with financially-motivated participants
in a closed supervised environment, would likely produce better results.

In addition to the experience gained in the fields of linguistics, text parsing,
3D graphics, website construction, computer science and software engineering, this
project was the occasion for its author to discover the practical implications of the
conduction of a scientific study. Managing a large group of participants proved to
be a challenge, but the study was carried out without too many obstacles. The field
of text-to-scene conversion is a very promising area of speech technology, and with
the progress of research in the domains of text parsing and semantic interpretation,
one should expect those systems to become widespread in different applications in
the near future.
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Chapter 6

Future research

Different horizons arise at the end of this project, both on the design of the system
and on its evaluation.

6.1 Improvements of the program

Concerning the first aspect, the foremost improvement to bring about is the imple-
mentation of a statistical parser which will be able to analyze any type of syntax and
not be limited to the rigid kinds of sentences analyzed so far. One of the drawbacks
of this amelioration however would be that the correction on the sentence would be-
come less straightforward, since accepting a wider range of syntactic constructions
means becoming less discriminant on what should be deemed as “correct” sentences.
It would be also interesting to widen the range of depicted scenes, by extending the
capabilities of the syntactic sub-module and allowing for more syntax types to be
handled. The vocabulary and the number of 3D models could also be extended.
This is possible with the current version of the program, as long as the new words
and models respect the pragmatic format currently implemented. The current sys-
tem allows for synonyms to be implemented; however each language having its own
specificities, some challenges in semantics resolution might arise. The English and
French versions of the parser would also require an evaluation of their own. The
spatial module can also be improved in many ways along with the parser, so as to
accept a greater deal of model poses.

6.2 Improvements of the study

As explained earlier, the evaluation study would require additional research to con-
firm the results of previous studies. To this end, another version of the program
was created, which combines both the pictorial and the textual feedback aspects
that were used in the study1. We believe this double-feedback version, improved

1This synthetic version can be found at sv.write-a-picture.appspot.com
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with additional vocabulary and a less rigid syntax handling, as well as with a better
playability, will yield better results. The study should this time be conducted in a
closed environment, with motivated and/or remunerated students. One could also
use an eye-tracking device to detect which element(s) of the screen the participants
are focusing their attention on while they describe the scenes. Lastly, it could be
interesting to focus on the fact that Write A Picture gives incremental feedback
(i.e. the second scene is updated without the need of clicking on a button), and to
compare it with a version of the program which would require an action from the
user before providing feedback.
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Appendix A

Code for the ParserSV class (Group
1 version)

1 package com.writeapicture.client.sv.framework;

3 import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.LinkedList;

5 import java.util.ListIterator;
import java.util.logging.Logger;

7
import com.writeapicture.client.common.EntitySemantics;

9 import com.writeapicture.client.common.SpatialRelation;
import com.writeapicture.client.common.grammar.Genus;

11 import com.writeapicture.client.common.grammar.Numerus;
import com.writeapicture.client.common.grammar.Species;

13 import com.writeapicture.client.common.grammar.VerbSemantics;
import com.writeapicture.client.common.grammar.Word;

15 import com.writeapicture.client.sv.partofspeech.AdjectiveSV;
import com.writeapicture.client.sv.partofspeech.ColorSV;

17 import com.writeapicture.client.sv.partofspeech.DeterminerSV;
import com.writeapicture.client.sv.partofspeech.PrepositionSV;

19 import com.writeapicture.client.sv.partofspeech.SizeSV;
import com.writeapicture.client.sv.partofspeech.SubstantiveSV;

21 import com.writeapicture.client.sv.partofspeech.VerbSV;

23 public class ParserSV implements java.io.Serializable {
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;

25 final static Logger logger =
Logger.getLogger(ParserSV.class.getName());

27 // Attributes
public String input_text = "";

29 public static VocabularySV vocabulary = new VocabularySV();

31 // Constructors
public ParserSV() {

33 }
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35 ParserSV(String input) {
this.input_text = input;

37 }

39 /**
* Parsing method.

41 *
* @param text

43 * the input String

* @return the parsed sentence
45 */

public static SentenceSV parse(String text) {
47 return parse(text, new SentenceSV());

}
49

/**
51 * Parsing method for a sentence.

*
53 * @param text

* the input String
55 * @param s

* the empty sentence to fill in
57 * @return the filled in sentence (redundant since s already contains

the

* information)
59 */

public static SentenceSV parse(String text, SentenceSV s) {
61 LinkedList<String> separated_text = new LinkedList<String>();

63 if (text == null)
return s;

65
String t = normalize(text);

67 if (t.isEmpty() || t.equals(" "))
return s;

69
// 1. Tokenization

71 String[] separatedText = t.split(" ");
String bit = "";

73 for (int ind1 = 0; ind1 < separatedText.length; ind1++) {
bit = separatedText[ind1];

75 // If the word is potentially the beginning of a group of words,
// investigate it and the following words

77 if (VocabularySV.beginningOfGroupWords.contains(bit)) {
// Investigate the following words, progressively

79 for (int ind2 = 0; ind2 < VocabularySV.maxNbOfWordsPerToken;
ind2++) {

String[] listToCheck = new String[ind2 + 1];
81 // Create the token for this amount of words

for (int ind3 = 0; ind3 <= ind2; ind3++) {
83 // Create the list of words

if (separatedText.length > ind1 + ind3)
85 listToCheck[ind3] = separatedText[ind1 + ind3];
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// If the result of the grouping function is not empty,
87 // create the token

if (!VocabularySV.giveGroupWord(listToCheck).equals(""))
89 bit = VocabularySV.giveGroupWord(listToCheck);

}
91 }

}
93 separated_text.add(bit);

for (int ind4 = 0; ind4 < bit.split(" ").length - 1; ind4++) {
95 ind1++;

}
97 }

99 // 2. POS Tagging
Iterator<String> ite = separated_text.listIterator();

101 while (ite.hasNext()) {
String temp = ite.next();

103 if (VocabularySV.isDeterminerSV(temp)) {
s.add(VocabularySV.findDeterminerSV(temp));

105 } else if (VocabularySV.isSubstantiveSV(temp)) {
s.add(VocabularySV.findSubstantiveSV(temp));

107 } else if (VocabularySV.isColorSV(temp)) {
s.add(VocabularySV.findColorSV(temp));

109 } else if (VocabularySV.isSizeSV(temp)) {
s.add(VocabularySV.findSizeSV(temp));

111 } else if (VocabularySV.isVerbSV(temp)) {
s.add(VocabularySV.findVerbSV(temp));

113 } else if (VocabularySV.isPrepositionSV(temp)) {
s.add(VocabularySV.findPrepositionSV(temp));

115 } else {
s.addError(9);

117 s.add(new Word(temp, true));
}

119 }

121 // 3. Control on the word order
int scFlag = syntacticControlSV(s);

123 if (scFlag != 0)
s.addError(scFlag);

125
// 3 bis. Update the numerus and species of adjectives

127 updateAdjectiveSV(s);

129 // 4. Control on the congruence of the sentence
congruenceControl(s);

131
// 5. Control on the likeliness of the sentence

133 pragmaticsControl(s);

135 return s;
}

137
/**
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139 * Normalizes the String class’s input String: checks if all
characters are

* accepted, and converts the text to lower case
141 *

* @return the normalized String
143 */

public String normalize() {
145 return normalize(this.input_text);

}
147

/**
149 * Normalizes any String.

*
151 * @param text

* the input String
153 * @return the normalized String

*/
155 public static String normalize(String text) {

boolean problem = true;
157

if (text == null)
159 return null;

161 String t = text.toLowerCase();

163 // Ignoring the optional commented end of the input
t = t.split("<font color=")[0];

165
String accepted = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäöé";

167 // previously:
// "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäöé0123456789,.;:?!-_()[]$\" "

169 for (int i = 0; i < t.length(); i++) {
problem = true;

171 for (int j = 0; j < accepted.length(); j++) {
if (t.charAt(i) == accepted.charAt(j)) {

173 problem = false;
break;

175 }
}

177 // If the character is not in the list of accepted characters,
// change it to a space

179 if (problem) {
t = t.replace(t.charAt(i), ’ ’);

181 }
}

183 do
t = t.replace(" ", " ");

185 while (t != t.replace(" ", " "));

187 return t;
}

189
/**

191 * Controls the word order. The input sentence should be of this form:
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* (Determiner (Color1/Size1)/(Size1/Color1) Substantive1) + (Verb) +
193 * Preposition + (Determiner2 (Color2/Size2)/(Size2/Color2)

Substantive2).

*
195 * @param s

* the input sentence
197 * @return the error code: 0: OK, 1: no substantive 1, 2: no

substantive 2,

* 3: no preposition, 4: does not start with a determiner, an
199 * adjective or a substantive, 5: the sentence does not end

with a

* valid word, 6: too many words, 7: other error, 8: coherence
error

201 */
public static int syntacticControlSV(SentenceSV s) {

203 int wordCounter = 0;

205 // There should not be more than 10 words in the sentence
if (s.getNumberWordsFromSequence() > 11) {

207 return 6;
}

209
// Control that the sentence begins with a determiner, an adjective

or a
211 // substantive

if (s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof DeterminerSV) {
213 s.determiner1 = (DeterminerSV) s.sequence.get(wordCounter);

s.determiner1.position = wordCounter;
215 } else if (s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof SubstantiveSV) {

s.subst1 = (SubstantiveSV) s.sequence.get(wordCounter);
217 s.subst1.position = wordCounter;

} else if (s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof ColorSV) {
219 s.color1 = (ColorSV) s.sequence.get(wordCounter);

} else if (s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof SizeSV) {
221 s.size1 = (SizeSV) s.sequence.get(wordCounter);

} else {
223 return 4;

}
225

// Control that the determiner is not alone
227 if (s.getNumberWordsFromSequence() == 1)

return 1;
229

// Control that every word is followed by a possible part-of-speech
231 String word = "";

String nextWord = "";
233 for (int counter = 0; counter + 1 < s.sequence.size()

&& !s.sequence.get(counter).unknownWord
235 && !s.sequence.get(counter + 1).unknownWord; counter++) {

word = s.sequence.get(counter).lemma;
237 nextWord = "";

if (counter < s.sequence.size() - 1) {
239 nextWord = s.sequence.get(counter + 1).lemma;

}
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241 if (VocabularySV.isDeterminerSV(word)) {
if (nextWord.equals(""))

243 s.sequence.get(counter).wrongFollowingWord = true;
else if (!VocabularySV.isSubstantiveSV(nextWord)

245 && !VocabularySV.isColorSV(nextWord)
&& !VocabularySV.isSizeSV(nextWord)) {

247 s.sequence.get(counter).wrongFollowingWord = true;
if (counter < s.sequence.size() - 1)

249 s.sequence.get(counter + 1).wrongFollowingWord = true;
return 8;

251 }
} else if (VocabularySV.isColorSV(word)

253 || VocabularySV.isSizeSV(word)) {
if (nextWord.equals(""))

255 s.sequence.get(counter).wrongFollowingWord = true;
else if (!VocabularySV.isSubstantiveSV(nextWord)

257 && !VocabularySV.isSizeSV(nextWord)
&& !VocabularySV.isColorSV(nextWord)) {

259 s.sequence.get(counter).wrongFollowingWord = true;
if (counter < s.sequence.size() - 1)

261 s.sequence.get(counter + 1).wrongFollowingWord = true;
return 8;

263 }
} else if (VocabularySV.isSubstantiveSV(word)) {

265 if (!VocabularySV.isVerbSV(nextWord) && !nextWord.equals("")) {
s.sequence.get(counter).wrongFollowingWord = true;

267 if (counter < s.sequence.size() - 1)
s.sequence.get(counter + 1).wrongFollowingWord = true;

269 return 8;
}

271 } else if (VocabularySV.isVerbSV(word)) {
if (!VocabularySV.isPrepositionSV(nextWord)

273 && !nextWord.equals("")) {
s.sequence.get(counter).wrongFollowingWord = true;

275 if (counter < s.sequence.size() - 1)
s.sequence.get(counter + 1).wrongFollowingWord = true;

277 return 8;
}

279 } else if (VocabularySV.isPrepositionSV(word)) {
if (nextWord.equals(""))

281 s.sequence.get(counter).wrongFollowingWord = true;
else if (!VocabularySV.isDeterminerSV(nextWord)

283 && !VocabularySV.isSubstantiveSV(nextWord)) {
s.sequence.get(counter).wrongFollowingWord = true;

285 if (counter < s.sequence.size() - 1)
s.sequence.get(counter + 1).wrongFollowingWord = true;

287 return 8;
}

289 }
}

291
// Find the verb in the sentence

293 while (wordCounter < s.getNumberWordsFromSequence()
&& !(s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof VerbSV)) {
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295 wordCounter++;
}

297 // Normal case
if (wordCounter < s.getNumberWordsFromSequence()

299 && s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof VerbSV) {
s.verb = (VerbSV) s.sequence.get(wordCounter);

301 s.verb.position = wordCounter;
}

303 // The sentence ends with a verb or is a nominal phrase
else if (!s.endsWithVerb() && !s.isNominalPhrase()) {

305 return 7;
}

307
// Find substantive1

309 if (s.subst1 == null) {
wordCounter = 0;

311 while (wordCounter < s.getNumberWordsFromSequence()
&& !(s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof SubstantiveSV)

313 && !(s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof VerbSV)) {
wordCounter++;

315 }
if (!s.containsUnknownWordBetweenWordsNumber(0,

317 s.getMiddleSentence())) {
if (wordCounter >= s.getNumberWordsFromSequence()

319 || !s.containsSubstantiveBetweenWordsNumber(0,
s.getMiddleSentence())) {

321 return 1;
}

323 s.subst1 = s.getSubstantiveBetweenWordsNumber(0,
s.getNumberWordsFromSequence());

325 s.subst1.position = wordCounter;
} else if (!s.containsSubstantiveBetweenWordsNumber(0,

327 s.getMiddleSentence())) {
s.subst1 = new SubstantiveSV();

329 s.subst1.unknownWord = true;
s.subst1.word = s.sequence.get(wordCounter - 1).word;

331 s.subst1.position = wordCounter - 1;
} else {

333 s.subst1 = s.getSubstantiveBetweenWordsNumber(0,
s.getMiddleSentence());

335 s.subst1.position = s.getMiddleSentence();
}

337 }

339 // Control that all the words before substantive1 or between
determiner1

// and substantive1 are adjectives
341 int sp = s.subst1.position;

SubstantiveSV su = s.subst1;
343 DeterminerSV d = s.determiner1;

if (!su.unknownWord
345 && !(d == null

&& (sp == 0
347 && (su.isSingular() && su.isDefinite() || su
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.isPlural() && su.isIndefinite())
349 || sp == 1 || sp == 2) || d != null

&& (sp - d.position == 1 && su.isIndefinite()
351 || sp - d.position == 2 || sp - d.position == 3)))

return 7;
353

if (s.getNumberAdjFromSequence(1) == 2) {
355 Word adj1 = s.sequence.get(s.subst1.position - 2);

Word adj2 = s.sequence.get(s.subst1.position - 1);
357 if (adj1 instanceof ColorSV) {

adj1.appliesTo = s.subst1.position;
359 s.color1 = (ColorSV) adj1;

s.color1.position = s.subst1.position - 2;
361 if (adj2 instanceof SizeSV) {

adj2.appliesTo = s.subst1.position;
363 s.size1 = (SizeSV) adj2;

s.size1.position = s.subst1.position - 1;
365 } else if (!adj2.unknownWord) {

return 7;
367 }

} else if (adj1 instanceof SizeSV) {
369 adj1.appliesTo = s.subst1.position;

s.size1 = (SizeSV) adj1;
371 s.size1.position = s.subst1.position - 2;

if (adj2 instanceof ColorSV) {
373 adj2.appliesTo = s.subst1.position;

s.color1 = (ColorSV) adj2;
375 s.color1.position = s.subst1.position - 1;

} else if (adj2.unknownWord) {
377 return 7;

}
379 }

} else if (s.getNumberAdjFromSequence(1) == 1) {
381 Word adj = s.sequence.get(s.subst1.position - 1);

if (adj instanceof ColorSV) {
383 adj.appliesTo = s.subst1.position;

s.color1 = (ColorSV) adj;
385 s.color1.position = s.subst1.position - 1;

} else if (adj instanceof SizeSV) {
387 adj.appliesTo = s.subst1.position;

s.size1 = (SizeSV) adj;
389 s.size1.position = s.subst1.position - 1;

} else if (!adj.unknownWord) {
391 return 7;

}
393 }

395 // Control if there is a preposition
if (s.isFinalWord(s.subst1.position) || s.isVerbPhrase()) {

397 return 0;
}

399 if (s.isNominalPhrase() && s.isFinalWord(s.subst1.position + 1)) {
s.sequence.get(s.subst1.position + 1).wrongFollowingWord = true;

401 return 5;
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}
403 if (s.verb != null

&& !(s.sequence.get(s.verb.position + 1) instanceof
PrepositionSV)

405 && !s.sequence.get(s.verb.position + 1).unknownWord) {
s.sequence.get(s.verb.position + 1).wrongFollowingWord = true;

407 return 3;
} else if (s.verb != null

409 && !s.sequence.get(s.verb.position + 1).unknownWord) {
s.preposition = (PrepositionSV) s.sequence.get(s.verb.position +

1);
411 s.preposition.position = s.verb.position + 1;

} else if (s.verb == null
413 && !(s.sequence.get(s.getMiddleSentence() + 1) instanceof

PrepositionSV)
&& !s.sequence.get(s.getMiddleSentence() + 1).unknownWord) {

415 s.sequence.get(s.getMiddleSentence() + 1).wrongFollowingWord =
true;

return 3;
417 } else if (s.verb == null

&& !s.sequence.get(s.getMiddleSentence() + 1).unknownWord) {
419 s.preposition = (PrepositionSV) s.sequence.get(s

.getMiddleSentence() + 1);
421 s.preposition.position = s.getMiddleSentence() + 1;

}
423 if (s.isFinalWord(s.verb.position + 1)) {

return 5;
425 }

427 // Control if the other part of the sentence begins with a
determiner or

// a substantive
429 if (s.isFinalWord(s.subst1.position + 2))

return 7;
431 if (s.isNominalPhrase()) {

wordCounter = s.subst1.position + 2;
433 } else if (s.verb != null) {

wordCounter = s.verb.position + 2;
435 } else {

wordCounter = s.getMiddleSentence();
437 }

if (s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof DeterminerSV) {
439 s.determiner2 = (DeterminerSV) s.sequence.get(wordCounter);

s.determiner2.position = wordCounter;
441 } else if (s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof SubstantiveSV) {

s.subst2 = (SubstantiveSV) s.sequence.get(wordCounter);
443 s.subst2.position = wordCounter;

} else if (s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof ColorSV) {
445 s.color2 = (ColorSV) s.sequence.get(wordCounter);

} else if (s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof SizeSV) {
447 s.size2 = (SizeSV) s.sequence.get(wordCounter);

} else if (!s.sequence.get(wordCounter).unknownWord) {
449 return 4;

}
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451
// Find substantive 2

453 if (s.subst2 == null) {
if (s.preposition == null)

455 return 3;
while (wordCounter < s.getNumberWordsFromSequence() - 1

457 && !(s.sequence.get(wordCounter) instanceof SubstantiveSV)) {
wordCounter++;

459 }
if (!s.containsUnknownWordBetweenWordsNumber(s.getMiddleSentence(),

461 s.getNumberWordsFromSequence() - 1)) {
if (wordCounter >= s.getNumberWordsFromSequence()

463 || !s.containsSubstantiveBetweenWordsNumber(
s.getMiddleSentence(),

465 s.getNumberWordsFromSequence() - 1)) {
return 2;

467 }
s.subst2 = s.getSubstantiveBetweenWordsNumber(

469 s.getMiddleSentence(),
s.getNumberWordsFromSequence() - 1);

471 s.subst2.position = wordCounter;
} else if (!s.containsSubstantiveBetweenWordsNumber(

473 s.getMiddleSentence(), s.getNumberWordsFromSequence() - 1)) {
s.subst2 = new SubstantiveSV();

475 s.subst2.unknownWord = true;
s.subst2.word = s.sequence.get(wordCounter).word;

477 s.subst2.position = wordCounter;
} else {

479 s.subst2 = s.getSubstantiveBetweenWordsNumber(
s.getMiddleSentence(),

481 s.getNumberWordsFromSequence() - 1);
s.subst2.position = s.getNumberWordsFromSequence() - 1;

483 }
}

485
// Control that all words between substantive2 and determiner2 or the

487 // preposition are adjectives
int g2 = s.subst2.position - s.preposition.position;

489 SubstantiveSV s2 = s.subst2;
DeterminerSV d2 = s.determiner2;

491 if (!s2.unknownWord
&& !(d2 == null

493 && (g2 == 1
&& (s2.isSingular() && s2.isDefinite() || s2

495 .isPlural() && s2.isIndefinite())
|| g2 == 2 || g2 == 3) || d2 != null

497 && (g2 == 2 && s2.isIndefinite() || g2 == 3 || g2 == 4)))
return 7;

499
if (s.getNumberAdjFromSequence(2) == 2) {

501 Word adj1 = s.sequence.get(s.subst2.position - 2);
Word adj2 = s.sequence.get(s.subst2.position - 1);

503 if (adj1 instanceof ColorSV) {
adj1.appliesTo = s.subst2.position;
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505 s.color2 = (ColorSV) adj1;
s.color2.position = s.subst2.position - 2;

507 if (adj2 instanceof SizeSV) {
adj2.appliesTo = s.subst2.position;

509 s.size2 = (SizeSV) adj2;
s.size2.position = s.subst2.position - 1;

511 } else if (!adj2.unknownWord) {
return 7;

513 }
} else {

515 if (adj1 instanceof SizeSV) {
adj1.appliesTo = s.subst2.position;

517 s.size2 = (SizeSV) adj1;
s.size2.position = s.subst2.position - 2;

519 if (adj2 instanceof ColorSV) {
s.color2 = (ColorSV) adj2;

521 adj2.appliesTo = s.subst2.position;
s.color2.position = s.subst2.position - 1;

523 } else if (!adj2.unknownWord) {
return 7;

525 }
}

527 }
} else if (s.getNumberAdjFromSequence(2) == 1) {

529 Word adj = s.sequence.get(s.subst2.position - 1);
if (adj instanceof ColorSV) {

531 adj.appliesTo = s.subst2.position;
s.color2 = (ColorSV) adj;

533 s.color2.position = s.subst2.position - 1;
} else if (adj instanceof SizeSV) {

535 adj.appliesTo = s.subst2.position;
s.size2 = (SizeSV) adj;

537 s.size2.position = s.subst2.position - 1;
} else if (!adj.unknownWord) {

539 return 7;
}

541 }

543 // Control the general coherence
if (!coherenceControl(s))

545 return 8;

547 return 0;
}

549
/**

551 * Controls various elements in any sentence to ascertain its
coherence.

*
553 * @param s

* the input sentence
555 * @return <tt>true</tt> if the sentence is coherent

*/
557 public static boolean coherenceControl(SentenceSV s) {
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if (s.sequence.size() > 10 && s.getNumberAdj(1) > 3
559 && s.getNumberAdj(2) > 3)

return false;
561 if (s.getNumberAdj(1) == 1

&& (s.size1 == null && s.color1 == null || s.size1 != null
563 && s.color1 != null))

return false;
565 if (s.getNumberAdj(1) == 2 && (s.size1 == null || s.color1 == null))

return false;
567 if (s.getNumberAdj(2) == 1

&& (s.size2 == null && s.color2 == null || s.size2 != null
569 && s.color2 != null))

return false;
571 if (s.getNumberAdj(2) == 2 && (s.size2 == null || s.color2 == null))

return false;
573 return true;

}
575

/**
577 * Updates the numerus and species of an adjective whose genus is BOTH

* depending on the rest of the sentence, for any sentence.
579 *

* @param s
581 * the input sentence

*/
583 public static void updateAdjectiveSV(SentenceSV s) {

if (s.subst1 != null) {
585 if (s.size1 != null) {

if (congruenceAS(s.size1, s.subst1)) {
587 if (s.subst1.isSingular() && s.subst1.isDefinite())

s.size1.changeNS(Numerus.SINGULAR, Species.DEFINITE);
589 else if (s.subst1.isPlural() && s.subst1.isDefinite())

s.size1.changeNS(Numerus.PLURAL, Species.DEFINITE);
591 else if (s.subst1.isPlural() && s.subst1.isIndefinite())

s.size1.changeNS(Numerus.PLURAL, Species.INDEFINITE);
593 }

// Update the genus
595 updateAdjectiveGenus(s.size1, s.subst1, s.determiner1);

}
597 if (s.color1 != null) {

if (congruenceAS(s.color1, s.subst1)) {
599 if (s.subst1.isSingular() && s.subst1.isDefinite())

s.color1.changeNS(Numerus.SINGULAR, Species.DEFINITE);
601 else if (s.subst1.isPlural() && s.subst1.isDefinite())

s.color1.changeNS(Numerus.PLURAL, Species.DEFINITE);
603 else if (s.subst1.isPlural() && s.subst1.isIndefinite())

s.color1.changeNS(Numerus.PLURAL, Species.INDEFINITE);
605 }

// Update the genus
607 updateAdjectiveGenus(s.color1, s.subst1, s.determiner1);

}
609 }

611 if (s.subst2 != null && !s.isVerbPhrase()) {
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if (s.size2 != null) {
613 if (congruenceAS(s.size2, s.subst2)) {

if (s.subst2.isSingular() && s.subst2.isDefinite())
615 s.size2.changeNS(Numerus.SINGULAR, Species.DEFINITE);

else if (s.subst2.isPlural() && s.subst2.isDefinite())
617 s.size2.changeNS(Numerus.PLURAL, Species.DEFINITE);

else if (s.subst2.isPlural() && s.subst2.isIndefinite())
619 s.size2.changeNS(Numerus.PLURAL, Species.INDEFINITE);

}
621 // Update the genus

updateAdjectiveGenus(s.size2, s.subst2, s.determiner2);
623 }

if (s.color2 != null) {
625 if (congruenceAS(s.color2, s.subst2)) {

if (s.subst2.isSingular() && s.subst2.isDefinite())
627 s.color2.changeNS(Numerus.SINGULAR, Species.DEFINITE);

else if (s.subst2.isPlural() && s.subst2.isDefinite())
629 s.color2.changeNS(Numerus.PLURAL, Species.DEFINITE);

else if (s.subst2.isPlural() && s.subst2.isIndefinite())
631 s.color2.changeNS(Numerus.PLURAL, Species.INDEFINITE);

}
633 // Update the genus

updateAdjectiveGenus(s.color2, s.subst2, s.determiner2);
635 }

}
637 }

639 /**
* Updates the genus of an adjective based on the genii of the

surrounding
641 * determiner and substantive.

*
643 * @param adjective

* the adjective
645 * @param subst

* its surrounding substantive
647 * @param determiner

* its surrounding determiner
649 * @return <tt>true</tt> if the adjective was updated

*/
651 public static boolean updateAdjectiveGenus(AdjectiveSV adjective,

SubstantiveSV subst, DeterminerSV determiner) {
653 boolean res = false;

if (adjective != null && adjective.genus == Genus.BOTH) {
655 if (subst != null && determiner != null) {

if (subst.genus.equals(determiner.genus)
657 && subst.genus.isDefined()) {

adjective.genus = subst.genus;
659 res = true;

}
661 } else if (subst != null && determiner == null) {

if (subst.genus.isDefined()) {
663 adjective.genus = subst.genus;

res = true;
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665 }
} else if (subst == null && determiner != null) {

667 if (determiner.genus.isDefined()) {
adjective.genus = determiner.genus;

669 res = true;
}

671 }
}

673 return res;
}

675
/**

677 * Controls the congruence of any sentence.

*
679 * @param s

* the input sentence
681 * @return <tt>true</tt> if the congruence is respected for s

*/
683 public static boolean congruenceControl(SentenceSV s) {

boolean c = true;
685

// Control the congruence for substantive 1
687 if (s.subst1 != null) {

if (s.getNumberAdj(1) == 0) {
689 if (s.determiner1 == null) {

if (s.subst1.isSingular() && s.subst1.isIndefinite()) {
691 s.subst1.congruenceError = true;

c = false;
693 }

} else {
695 boolean cDS1 = congruenceDS(s.determiner1, s.subst1);

c = c && cDS1;
697 if (!cDS1) {

s.determiner1.congruenceError = true;
699 s.subst1.congruenceError = true;

}
701 }

} else if (s.getNumberAdj(1) == 1) {
703 if (s.determiner1 == null) {

if (!(s.subst1.isPlural() && s.subst1.isIndefinite())) {
705 s.subst1.congruenceError = true;

c = false;
707 }

} else if (s.color1 == null) {
709 c = c && congruenceGroup(s.determiner1, s.size1, s.subst1);

} else {
711 c = c && congruenceGroup(s.determiner1, s.color1, s.subst1);

}
713 } else if (s.getNumberAdj(1) == 2) {

if (s.determiner1 == null) {
715 if (!(s.subst1.isPlural() && s.subst1.isIndefinite())) {

s.subst1.congruenceError = true;
717 c = false;

}
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719 } else {
c = c

721 && congruenceGroup(s.determiner1, s.size1,
s.color1, s.subst1);

723 }
}

725 }

727 // Control the verb’s conjugation and the congruence for substantive
2

// if the sentence is not nominal
729 if (!s.isNominalPhrase()) {

if (s.verb != null && s.verb.word.equals(s.verb.lemma)) {
731 s.verb.badConjugation = true;

}
733

if (s.subst2 != null) {
735 if (s.getNumberAdj(2) == 0) {

if (s.determiner2 == null) {
737 if (s.subst2.isSingular() && s.subst2.isIndefinite()) {

s.subst2.congruenceError = true;
739 c = false;

}
741 } else {

boolean cDS2 = congruenceDS(s.determiner2, s.subst2);
743 c = c && cDS2;

if (!cDS2) {
745 s.determiner2.congruenceError = true;

}
747 }

} else if (s.getNumberAdj(2) == 1) {
749 if (s.determiner2 == null) {

if (!(s.subst2.isPlural() && s.subst2.isIndefinite())) {
751 s.subst2.congruenceError = true;

c = false;
753 }

} else if (s.color2 == null) {
755 c = c

&& congruenceGroup(s.determiner2, s.size2,
757 s.subst2);

} else {
759 c = c

&& congruenceGroup(s.determiner2, s.color2,
761 s.subst2);

}
763 } else if (s.getNumberAdj(2) == 2) {

if (s.determiner2 == null) {
765 if (!(s.subst2.isPlural() && s.subst2.isIndefinite())) {

s.subst2.congruenceError = true;
767 c = false;

}
769 } else

c = c
771 && congruenceGroup(s.determiner2, s.size2,
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s.color2, s.subst2);
773 }

}
775 }

777 return c;
}

779
/**

781 * Controls the congruence of a group of a determiner, an adjective
and a

* substantive.
783 *

* @param d
785 * the determiner

* @param a
787 * the adjective

* @param s
789 * the substantive

* @return <tt>true</tt> if the congruence is respected
791 */

public static boolean congruenceGroup(DeterminerSV d, AdjectiveSV a,
793 SubstantiveSV s) {

// A first control
795 boolean flagDS = congruenceDS(d, s);

boolean flagDA = congruenceDA(d, a);
797 boolean flagAS = congruenceAS(a, s);

799 // A stricter control
if (flagDS && flagDA && flagAS) {

801 if (!(d.isNumerusStrictly(a.numerus) && d
.isSpeciesStrictly(a.species))) {

803 a.congruenceError = true;
flagDA = false;

805 }
}

807
// Set to "incorrect" the incorrect words

809 // No error
if (flagDS && flagDA && flagAS) {

811 return true;
}

813 // 1 error
else if (!flagDS && flagDA && flagAS) {

815 d.congruenceError = true;
s.congruenceError = true;

817 return false;
} else if (flagDS && !flagDA && flagAS) {

819 a.congruenceError = true;
return false;

821 } else if (flagDS && flagDA && !flagAS) {
a.congruenceError = true;

823 return false;
} else if (!flagDS && !flagDA && flagAS) {
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825 d.congruenceError = true;
return false;

827 } else if (flagDS && !flagDA && !flagAS) {
a.congruenceError = true;

829 return false;
} else if (!flagDS && flagDA && !flagAS) {

831 if (d.isUtrum() && a.isUtrum() && s.isUtrum() || d.isNeutrum()
&& a.isNeutrum() && s.isNeutrum())

833 s.congruenceError = true;
else {

835 d.congruenceError = true;
a.congruenceError = true;

837 }
return false;

839 } else {
a.congruenceError = true;

841 d.congruenceError = true;
s.congruenceError = true;

843 return false;
}

845 }

847 /**
* Controls the congruence of a group of a determiner, two adjectives

and a
849 * substantive.

*
851 * @param d

* the determiner
853 * @param a1

* the first adjective
855 * @param a2

* the second adjective
857 * @param s

* the substantive
859 * @return <tt>true</tt> if the congruence is respected

*/
861 public static boolean congruenceGroup(DeterminerSV d, AdjectiveSV a1,

AdjectiveSV a2, SubstantiveSV s) {
863 // A first control

boolean flagDS = congruenceDS(d, s);
865 boolean flagDA1 = congruenceDA(d, a1);

boolean flagDA2 = congruenceDA(d, a2);
867 boolean flagA1S = congruenceAS(a1, s);

boolean flagA2S = congruenceAS(a2, s);
869

// A stricter control
871 if (flagDS && flagDA1 && flagDA2 && flagA1S && flagA2S) {

if (!(d.isNumerusStrictly(a1.numerus) && d
873 .isSpeciesStrictly(a1.species))) {

a1.congruenceError = true;
875 flagDA1 = false;

}
877 if (!(d.isNumerusStrictly(a2.numerus) && d
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.isSpeciesStrictly(a2.species))) {
879 a2.congruenceError = true;

flagDA2 = false;
881 }

}
883

// Set to "incorrect" the incorrect words
885 // No error

if (flagDA1 && flagA1S && flagDA2 && flagA2S && flagDS) {
887 return true;

}
889 // 4 errors

else if (!flagDA1 && !flagA1S && !flagDA2 && !flagA2S && flagDS) {
891 a1.congruenceError = true;

a2.congruenceError = true;
893 return false;

}
895 // 3 errors

else if (!flagDA1 && flagA1S && !flagDA2 && flagA2S && !flagDS) {
897 d.congruenceError = true;

return false;
899 } else if (flagDA1 && !flagA1S && flagDA2 && !flagA2S && !flagDS) {

if (d.isUtrum() && a1.isUtrum() && a2.isUtrum() && s.isUtrum()
901 || d.isNeutrum() && a1.isNeutrum() && a2.isNeutrum()

&& s.isNeutrum())
903 s.congruenceError = true;

else {
905 d.congruenceError = true;

a1.congruenceError = true;
907 a2.congruenceError = true;

}
909 return false;

}
911 // 2 errors

else if (!flagDA1 && !flagA1S && flagDA2 && flagA2S && flagDS) {
913 a1.congruenceError = true;

return false;
915 } else if (flagDA1 && flagA1S && !flagDA2 && !flagA2S && flagDS) {

a2.congruenceError = true;
917 return false;

} else if (!flagDA1 && flagA1S && flagDA2 && flagA2S && !flagDS) {
919 d.congruenceError = true;

return false;
921 } else if (flagDA1 && !flagA1S && flagDA2 && !flagA2S && flagDS) {

if (a1.isUtrum() && a2.isUtrum() && s.isUtrum() || a1.isNeutrum()
923 && a2.isNeutrum() && s.isNeutrum())

s.congruenceError = true;
925 else {

a1.congruenceError = true;
927 a2.congruenceError = true;

}
929 return false;

} else if (flagDA1 && flagA1S && !flagDA2 && flagA2S && !flagDS) {
931 d.congruenceError = true;
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return false;
933 } else if (flagDA1 && flagA1S && flagDA2 && !flagA2S && !flagDS) {

if (d.isUtrum() && a2.isUtrum() && s.isUtrum() || d.isNeutrum()
935 && a2.isNeutrum() && s.isNeutrum())

s.congruenceError = true;
937 else {

d.congruenceError = true;
939 a2.congruenceError = true;

}
941 return false;

} else if (!flagDA1 && flagA1S && !flagDA2 && flagA2S && flagDS) {
943 d.congruenceError = true;

return false;
945 } else if (flagDA1 && !flagA1S && flagDA2 && flagA2S && !flagDS) {

if (d.isUtrum() && a1.isUtrum() && s.isUtrum() || d.isNeutrum()
947 && a1.isNeutrum() && s.isNeutrum())

s.congruenceError = true;
949 else {

d.congruenceError = true;
951 a1.congruenceError = true;

}
953 return false;

}
955 // 1 error

else if (!flagDA1 && flagA1S && flagDA2 && flagA2S && flagDS) {
957 a1.congruenceError = true;

return false;
959 } else if (flagDA1 && !flagA1S && flagDA2 && flagA2S && flagDS) {

a1.congruenceError = true;
961 return false;

} else if (flagDA1 && flagA1S && !flagDA2 && flagA2S && flagDS) {
963 a2.congruenceError = true;

return false;
965 } else if (flagDA1 && flagA1S && flagDA2 && !flagA2S && flagDS) {

a2.congruenceError = true;
967 return false;

} else if (flagDA1 && flagA1S && flagDA2 && flagA2S && !flagDS) {
969 d.congruenceError = true;

return false;
971 } else {

d.congruenceError = true;
973 a1.congruenceError = true;

a2.congruenceError = true;
975 s.congruenceError = true;

return false;
977 }

}
979

/**
981 * Controls the congruence between a determiner and a substantive.

*
983 * @param d

* the determiner
985 * @param s
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* the substantive
987 * @return <tt>true</tt> is the congruence is respected

*/
989 public static boolean congruenceDS(DeterminerSV d, SubstantiveSV s) {

if (d == null || s == null)
991 return true;

if (d.isGenus(s.genus) && d.isNumerus(s.numerus)
993 && d.isSpecies(s.species))

return true;
995 return false;

}
997

/**
999 * Controls the congruence between a determiner and an adjective.

*
1001 * @param d

* the determiner
1003 * @param a

* the adjective
1005 * @return <tt>true</tt> if the congruence is respected

*/
1007 public static boolean congruenceDA(DeterminerSV d, AdjectiveSV a) {

if (a == null || d == null)
1009 return true;

if (d.isGenus(a.genus) && d.isNumerus(a.numerus)
1011 && d.isSpecies(a.species))

return true;
1013 return false;

}
1015

/**
1017 * Controls the congruence between an adjective and a substantive.

*
1019 * @param a

* the adjective
1021 * @param s

* the substantive
1023 * @return <tt>true</tt> if the congruence is respected

*/
1025 public static boolean congruenceAS(AdjectiveSV a, SubstantiveSV s) {

if (a == null || s == null)
1027 return true;

if (a.isGenus(s.genus) && a.isSexus(s.sexus) &&
a.isNumerus(s.numerus)

1029 && a.isSpecies(s.species))
return true;

1031 return false;
}

1033
/**

1035 * Controls if the class’s sentence is possible.

*
1037 * @param s

* the input sentence
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1039 * @return <tt>true</tt> if at least one "unlikeliness" was detected

*/
1041 public static boolean pragmaticsControl(SentenceSV s) {

boolean unlikely = false;
1043 if (s.verb != null) {

if (s.subst1 != null && !s.subst1.isPossibleAction(s.verb)) {
1045 s.verb.unlikelyVerbForTrajector = true;

unlikely = true;
1047 }

if (s.subst2 != null && !s.subst2.isPossibleVerb(s.verb)) {
1049 s.verb.unlikelyVerbForLandmark = true;

unlikely = true;
1051 }

if (s.preposition != null
1053 && !s.verb.isPossiblePreposition(s.preposition)) {

s.preposition.unlikelyPrepositionForTrajector = true;
1055 unlikely = true;

}
1057 }

if (s.subst2 != null && s.preposition != null
1059 && !s.subst2.isPossiblePreposition(s.preposition)) {

s.preposition.unlikelyPrepositionForTrajector = true;
1061 unlikely = true;

}
1063 if (checkExceptions(s)) {

unlikely = true;
1065 }

if (unlikely)
1067 return false;

return true;
1069 }

1071 /**
* Random sentence generator.

1073 *
* @return the generated sentence

1075 */
public static SentenceSV generateSentence() {

1077 SentenceSV s = new SentenceSV();
boolean failed = true;

1079 int chanceCount = 0;

1081 // Find substantive 1
do {

1083 int nbSubst1 = (int) (Math.random() * VocabularySV.Substantives
.size());

1085 s.subst1 = new SubstantiveSV(
VocabularySV.Substantives.get(nbSubst1), Numerus.SINGULAR,

1087 Species.INDEFINITE);
} while (s.subst1.entity.isDecor());

1089 s.subst1.word = s.subst1.reconjugate();

1091 // Find color 1
if (!s.subst1.entity.isIncolor()) {
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1093 int nbColor1 = (int) (Math.random() * (VocabularySV.Colors.size()
+ 1));

if (nbColor1 < VocabularySV.Colors.size()) {
1095 s.color1 = new ColorSV(VocabularySV.Colors.get(nbColor1),

VocabularySV.Colors.get(nbColor1).lemma,
1097 s.subst1.genus, s.subst1.sexus, s.subst1.numerus,

s.subst1.species);
1099 s.color1.word = s.color1.reconjugate();

s.color1.position = 2;
1101 } else {

s.color1 = null;
1103 }

}
1105

// Find size 1
1107 int nbSize1 = (int) (Math.random() * (VocabularySV.Sizes.size() +

1));
if (nbSize1 < VocabularySV.Sizes.size()) {

1109 s.size1 = new SizeSV(VocabularySV.Sizes.get(nbSize1),
VocabularySV.Sizes.get(nbSize1).lemma, s.subst1.genus,

1111 s.subst1.sexus, s.subst1.numerus, s.subst1.species);
s.size1.word = s.size1.reconjugate();

1113 if (s.color1 != null)
s.size1.position = 3;

1115 else
s.size1.position = 2;

1117 } else {
s.size1 = null;

1119 }

1121 // Assign determiner to substantive 1
if (s.subst1.isUtrum()) {

1123 s.determiner1 = new DeterminerSV(Genus.UTRUM, "en", "den", "",
"de");

} else if (s.subst1.isNeutrum()) {
1125 s.determiner1 = new DeterminerSV(Genus.NEUTRUM, "ett", "det", "",

"de");
1127 }

s.determiner1.conjugate(s.subst1.numerus, s.subst1.species);
1129 s.determiner1.position = 0;

s.subst1.position = s.getNumberAdj(1) + 1;
1131

do {
1133 chanceCount = 0;

// Find a verb
1135 int nbVerb = (int) (Math.random() *

s.subst1.possibleActions.size());
s.verb = new VerbSV(s.subst1.possibleActions.get(nbVerb));

1137 s.verb.conjugate();
s.verb.position = s.subst1.position + 1;

1139
// Find substantive 2 (substantives 1 and 2 should not be the same)

1141 do {
int nbSubst2 = (int) (Math.random() * VocabularySV.Substantives
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1143 .size());
s.subst2 = new SubstantiveSV(

1145 VocabularySV.Substantives.get(nbSubst2),
Numerus.SINGULAR, Species.INDEFINITE);

1147 } while (!s.subst2.isPossibleVerb(s.verb)
|| s.subst2.entity == s.subst1.entity);

1149 if (s.subst2.entity == EntitySemantics.GROUND) {
s.subst2.species = Species.DEFINITE;

1151 }
s.subst2.word = s.subst2.reconjugate();

1153
// Find a preposition

1155 do {
int nbPreposition = (int) (Math.random() *

s.verb.possiblePrepositions
1157 .size());

s.preposition = new PrepositionSV(
1159 s.verb.possiblePrepositions.get(nbPreposition));

chanceCount++;
1161 } while (!s.subst2.isPossiblePreposition(s.preposition)

&& chanceCount < 100);
1163 if (s.subst2.isPossiblePreposition(s.preposition)) {

failed = false;
1165 }

s.preposition.position = s.verb.position + 1;
1167 if (chanceCount == 100) {

failed = false;
1169 }

} while (failed);
1171

// Find color 2
1173 if (!s.subst2.entity.isIncolor()) {

int nbColor2 = (int) (Math.random() * (VocabularySV.Colors.size()
+ 1));

1175 if (nbColor2 < VocabularySV.Colors.size()) {
s.color2 = new ColorSV(VocabularySV.Colors.get(nbColor2),

1177 VocabularySV.Colors.get(nbColor2).lemma,
s.subst2.genus, s.subst2.sexus, s.subst2.numerus,

1179 s.subst2.species);
s.color2.word = s.color2.reconjugate();

1181 s.color2.position = s.preposition.position + 2;
} else {

1183 s.color2 = null;
}

1185 }

1187 // Find size 2
if (!s.subst2.entity.isDecor()) {

1189 int nbSize2 = (int) (Math.random() * (VocabularySV.Sizes.size() +
1));

if (nbSize2 < VocabularySV.Sizes.size()) {
1191 s.size2 = new SizeSV(VocabularySV.Sizes.get(nbSize2),

VocabularySV.Sizes.get(nbSize2).lemma, s.subst2.genus,
1193 s.subst2.sexus, s.subst2.numerus, s.subst2.species);
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s.size2.word = s.size2.reconjugate();
1195 if (s.color2 != null)

s.size2.position = s.color2.position + 1;
1197 else

s.size2.position = s.preposition.position + 2;
1199 }

} else {
1201 s.size2 = null;

}
1203

// Assign determiner to substantive 2
1205 if (s.subst2.isIndefinite() || s.color2 != null) {

if (s.subst2.isUtrum()) {
1207 s.determiner2 = VocabularySV.findDeterminerSV("en");

} else if (s.subst2.isNeutrum()) {
1209 s.determiner2 = VocabularySV.findDeterminerSV("ett");

}
1211 s.determiner2.conjugate(s.subst2.numerus, s.subst2.species);

}
1213

// Find the position of substantive 2 and determiner 2
1215 if (s.subst2.entity == EntitySemantics.GROUND) {

if (s.color2 != null) {
1217 s.determiner2.position = s.preposition.position + 1;

s.subst2.position = s.preposition.position + 3;
1219 } else

s.subst2.position = s.preposition.position + 1;
1221 } else {

s.determiner2.position = s.preposition.position + 1;
1223 s.subst2.position = s.preposition.position + 2 + s.getNumberAdj(2);

}
1225

// Fill in other fields in the s object
1227 s.sequence.add(s.determiner1);

s.sequence.add(s.size1);
1229 s.sequence.add(s.color1);

s.sequence.add(s.subst1);
1231 s.sequence.add(s.verb);

s.sequence.add(s.preposition);
1233 s.sequence.add(s.determiner2);

s.sequence.add(s.size2);
1235 s.sequence.add(s.color2);

s.sequence.add(s.subst2);
1237

if (hasIncompatibilityExceptions(s))
1239 return generateSentence();

1241 return s;
}

1243
/**

1245 * Controls if the sentence doesn’t have any incompatibility
exceptions. In
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* the construction and the corrections of sentences, the controls for
the

1247 * likeliness of a sentence are binary controls, checking for the
likeliness

* of two parts-of-speech. In this function should appear those other
cases

1249 * which involve more than two parts-of-speech.

*
1251 * @param s

* the sentence to control
1253 * @return <tt>true</tt> if the sentence has an incompatibility

exceptions

*/
1255 public static boolean hasIncompatibilityExceptions(SentenceSV s) {

// Nothing can hang on anything else than a wall
1257 if (s.verb.verbSemantics == VerbSemantics.HANG

&& s.preposition.relation == SpatialRelation.ON
1259 && !s.subst2.entity.isWall()) {

s.verb.wrongVerb = true;
1261 s.preposition.wrongPreposition = true;

return true;
1263 }

return false;
1265 }

1267 /**
* Parser cleaner.

1269 */
public void clean() {

1271 this.input_text = "";
}

1273
/**

1275 * Controls if the sentence abides by exceptional rules.

*
1277 * @param s

* the input sentence
1279 * @return <tt>true</tt> if at least one exception has been encountered

*/
1281 public static boolean checkExceptions(SentenceSV s) {

boolean metAnException = false;
1283 if (s.subst2 != null

&& s.subst2.equals(VocabularySV
1285 .findSubstantiveSV(EntitySemantics.GROUND))

&& s.subst2.isIndefinite()) {
1287 s.subst2.congruenceError = true;

metAnException = true;
1289 if (s.determiner2 != null)

s.determiner2.congruenceError = true;
1291 }

return metAnException;
1293 }

1295 /**
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* Colors incorrect or impossible words in any sentence.
1297 *

* @param s
1299 * the input sentence

* @return the HTML code for the colored sentence
1301 */

public static String color(SentenceSV s) {
1303 if (s == null)

return "";
1305

String ret = "";
1307

ListIterator<Word> iterator = s.sequence.listIterator();
1309 int wordNb = 0;

while (iterator.hasNext()) {
1311 ret += wrapUp(s, iterator.next(), wordNb);

wordNb++;
1313 }

return ret;
1315 }

1317 /**
* Wraps up words depending on their POS class and on their

incorrections.
1319 * XXX G1: no incorrection is indicated, except for the congruence

errors

*
1321 * @param s

* the sentence which contains the word
1323 * @param word

* the word to wrap up
1325 * @param wordNb

* the position of the word in the sequence
1327 * @return the wrapped up word

*/
1329 public static String wrapUp(SentenceSV s, Word word, int wordNb) {

if (word == null)
1331 return "";

1333 String wrappedWord = word.word;

1335 if (word instanceof DeterminerSV) {
DeterminerSV determinerSeq = s.determiner1;

1337 if (wordNb > s.getMiddleSentence())
determinerSeq = s.determiner2;

1339 DeterminerSV determiner = (DeterminerSV) word;
if (determiner.congruenceError

1341 || (determinerSeq != null && determinerSeq.congruenceError))
wrappedWord = "<span class=\"congruence_error\" >"

1343 + wrappedWord + "</span>";
}

1345 if (word instanceof SubstantiveSV) {
SubstantiveSV substantiveSeq = s.subst1;

1347 if (wordNb > s.getMiddleSentence())
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substantiveSeq = s.subst2;
1349 SubstantiveSV substantive = (SubstantiveSV) word;

String radix = substantive.getRadix();
1351 String ending = substantive.word.substring(substantive.getRadix()

.length(), substantive.word.length());
1353 boolean congruenceError = substantive.congruenceError

|| (substantiveSeq != null && substantiveSeq.congruenceError);
1355 boolean wordRadix =

substantive.word.equals(substantive.getRadix());
if (congruenceError) {

1357 if (wordRadix)
wrappedWord = "<span class=\"congruence_error\" >"

1359 + wrappedWord + "</span>";
else

1361 wrappedWord = radix + "<span class=\"congruence_error\" >"
+ ending + "</span>";

1363 }
}

1365 if (word instanceof AdjectiveSV) {
AdjectiveSV adjective = (AdjectiveSV) word;

1367 String radix = adjective.getRadix();
String ending = adjective.word.substring(adjective.getRadix()

1369 .length(), adjective.word.length());
boolean congruenceError = false;

1371 boolean wordRadix = false;

1373 if (word instanceof ColorSV) {
ColorSV colorSeq = s.color1;

1375 if (wordNb > s.getMiddleSentence())
colorSeq = s.color2;

1377 ColorSV color = (ColorSV) word;
congruenceError = color.congruenceError

1379 || (colorSeq != null && colorSeq.congruenceError);
wordRadix = color.getRadix().equals(color.word);

1381 } else if (word instanceof SizeSV) {
SizeSV sizeSeq = s.size1;

1383 if (wordNb > s.getMiddleSentence())
sizeSeq = s.size2;

1385 SizeSV size = (SizeSV) word;
congruenceError = size.congruenceError

1387 || (sizeSeq != null && sizeSeq.congruenceError);
wordRadix = size.getRadix().equals(size.word);

1389 } else {
if (adjective.congruenceError)

1391 wrappedWord = "<span class=\"congruence_error\" >"
+ wrappedWord + "</span>";

1393 }
if (congruenceError) {

1395 if (wordRadix)
wrappedWord = "<span class=\"congruence_error\" >"

1397 + wrappedWord + "</span>";
else

1399 wrappedWord = radix + "<span class=\"congruence_error\" >"
+ ending + "</span>";
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1401 }
}

1403 if (word instanceof VerbSV) {
// Nothing

1405 }
if (word instanceof PrepositionSV) {

1407 // Nothing
}

1409 if (word.wrongFollowingWord) {
// Nothing

1411 }

1413 return wrappedWord + " ";
}

1415 }

code/ParserSV.java
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